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By SUE KOSSOW
Oracle Staff Writer
"It's terrible, disgusting." Dale
Rose's comment about the Language
Lit.erature soood system 'has been re'sounded by many students.
Due to a defective · 1ow. frequency
speaker, (woofer) strange sounds
have been heard bounclllg off the 'auditorium walls. ·
·
It is not clear whether the speaker
was defective when it was put in or if
it has been damaged since- its installment. Since consti:uction on ·the sound
system has not been .completed the
construction company is responsible

-.

for the flaw and· will repair it at their ·
own expense. .
John Ralle, chief TV engineer, Educational Resources,said it is unlike-·
ly that some University people were
~~ing the equipment improperly and
.caused the ,breakdown. It is · inore
likely that the- speaker was defective
-and it. will · simply haye to be replaced.
.
.
·. ',· According to the Space and Facili'.' ties· Office, the first day the aqilitorii. um will be : available for repairs is.
Nov~ 7; ·They will take apprqxima~ly.
two· days, because scaffolding will
have ,t-0 ,be built to rea-eh the spe_akers: (See i:elated editori1,1,l - page 6.) .

.,_

Tim Mallory comments on anti-war
. activity, see P_.g 1-A.
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Ora,le Staff Writer

The editor of the University
of Florida newspaper, The Alligator,· is ·now free on his own
recognizance following his arrest last Wednesday after
publication in the paper ' of. an
abortion referral list:
Editor Ron Sachs said Friday, "At first we just wanted
to publish .the list for its ,own_
__ sakll. .• . as a . public ser~ce::
When we \liscovered it was illegal · we did it- intentionally.
We wanted to challenge statut~ 797.02."
THE 103-YEAR-OLD statute
forbids . the spreading of any
information concerning availability of legal or illegal abortion centers.
In this case, the list contained legal centers, all outof-state. S a c h s reportedly
compiled the li st from three
nationally distributed magazines, Playboy, Cosmopolitan
and Redhook.
The list, _, originally scheduled as part of the Oct. 1
issue, was published separately a week · ago and inserted
between pages 2 and 3. It was
also distributed stacked singly
beside the campus newspaper
stands.
"WE BAD discussions in
the staff and I met with sorr(e
legal people. Some agreed,
some disagreed. I went ahead
and published. I knew we
couldn't really challenge the
law without publishing the
list."

Sachs, a 21-year-old Miami
native, was repor~e'dly going
to be arrested the morning
following publication but he
turned himself in (Wednesday
afternoon. He was freed by
County Judge John Connell on
his own recognizance at the
request of his attorney.

"I think we'll win th e trial.

It should come up in Nqvember," Sac_hs said.

See letter, Page 6-A

ALTHOUGH OFFERED the

By VALERIE WICKSTROM

legal talents of the American
Civil · Liberties Union and a
r
fund-raising promise by the
North Florida chapter of
Sigma . Delta Chi,. the professional journalism fra ternity,
Sachs is employing Chester
Chance, a 'Gainesville attorney. ·«r appreciate their offer
, to help and all tliat but Ches~
te'r's here. and he's good •.•

Oracle Staff Writer

so."
University Pres. Stephen
O'Connell said he doesn 't intend to remove Sachs from office, but ' "We would seek a
declaratory statement from
the courts containing the specific relationship between the
University president and the
newspaper."

Student Government legislature in session, see editorial

'

page 6-A

'

Draft ceiling annoUnced;
numbers over 125 'safe'
X- oung men with lottery
numbers above 125 may not
be drafted this year, according to Selective Service Director Curtis W. Tam
This announcement applies
to all young men born in 1951
or earlier who received their
lottery numbers in 1969 or
1970. The total call for the remainder of 1971 calls for
10,000 inductees who wm be
called up between Nov. 1 and
Dec. 9.
BECAUSE OF extended lia-

bility provisions in the draft
law, though, some men may
not have to go until the first

WEONESDAY, Oct. 13. 1971 .

Workers ·say
Saga harasses

Sachs defies
abortion law
By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN

LF$J

three months of 1972. All inductees will be given at least
30 days to arrange their personal affairs before being.
called. This is an increase
over the previous 10-day period.

tions are formally distributed," Tarr said.
For those who plan on
changing their classification
to I-A, a word of warning check with your local board
first The Tampa Selective
"BECAUSE OF- THE many Service office told The OraAnother new prov1s10n is reform provisions in the new cle that anyone thinking of
the-uniform national call. This law being instituted by the doing this should find out
is supposed to eliminate the (Selective Service) System, it whether they are on first or
use of quotas for individual would be· unfair not to extend extended priority.
draft boards and make calls these J orthcoming advantages
Those on extended priority
the .same nation-wide. In the · to registrants now facing clas- are vulnerable. Even if their
past, it was charged that sification or appeal actions. lottery number is over 125 besome boards were "safer" Accordingly, I have directed . cause they might have been
that all local and appeal I-A last year when the calls
than others.
boards defer action on such were higher. Students should
, Tarr is also directing local cases until the new regula- check on this by J?ec. 1.
and appeal,boards to defer all
actions on classifications, personal appearances and appeals until new regulations
containing ciraft reform provisions are effected.

.

In a letter to Robert Sechen,
Student Government secretary of Resident Affairs, student employes of Saga Food
Service have charged John
Lyn des, dire\!tor. with harassment of employees and of firing veteran workers solely on
, the grounds that they did not
eat 'with- a Saga in~al- ticket.
At two meetings with Saga
employees and University officials last week, Lyndes denied charges that he had
"confused and frustrated employees" into "not really caring or having pride on our
jobs" as alleged by the letter.
LYNDES SAID he was
"really shocked at some , of
·the comments in the letter"
and that the meal ticket policy is standard with all · Saga
food services.
"It is a basic fact of economics that if I have two
workers, I should hir e the one
who does business with our
service, however, I still would
not wantonly fire anyone solely on the grounds that he did
not eat with us (Saga)."
Lyndes said a confused student manager at the Argos
Center was responsible for the
firing of some veteran Saga
workers, I should hire the one
it was mainly because of the ·meal ticket factor, but there
were other aspects involved,"
Lyndes said. "We at Saga
have set policies about appearance, health cards, eating
<1'l the job, as well as meal
tickets, and these are standard grounds for firing of employees."
LYNDES AI.SO said that
these policies . are not new.
"They were explained at staff
meetings, most .recently Oct.
5. It has been a common practice (since last March) to fore ·
meal ticket holders ; this is
not some· new standard," he
conciuded.

The letter from veteran emTHE FOLLOWING suggesployees of Saga said, "It is tions were offered in the letvery unnerving to h·ain _all of ter:
his (Lyndes') new_people only
v That veterans be guaranto learn two weeks later that teed in writing that they not
our jobs are in jeopardy be- be fired because they have no
cause we do not have a meal meal plan;
tic~et with Saga arid they do."
,,., A request that only one
Repeatedly stating that the person tell employees how to
staff did not wish ill · will do a job;
towards Saga, the letter went · v In addition to assigning
on to say, "We are tifed of his each spe~ific person a duty,
~ (Lypdes') slanderous state- , each person be told how his
men ts and feel b.e' has violated job is to be- done;
.
any integrity we have . _ . We ., · ,;,, A suggestion that regular
do not buy his excuses that" ' meetings between the ' staff
these people are loafers or not and management be held in
doing their job ... the meal order to air specific problems
plan issue is the main cause and correct · poor situations
for dismissal." .
· before they develop.

At the crossroads . .

of the newly installed bicycle paths and the older pedestrian
walkways, many students will perhaps meet their fate when
bicyclists nm afoul of those with two feet on the ground .

~-

Bi 11 \ of ·Rights .has ·:C:ohtroversial history
By JOHN THO.MSON
EDITOR'S NOTE: This js the first of two-part series on
the long and confrontal-ive history of the USF Student Bill of
R,ights and its author, Ben Brown. The Bill will be presented
to the students for ratification as an amendment to the SG
Constitution in a referendum next Wednesday, the same day
the second and final portion of this article will be published.
John Thomson, who prepared this series for The Oracle, is
editor of the Aurora.
j

"Everything that Rises Must Converge", or such went
the title of a story by Flannery O'Connor. ·
'
While in the philosophical sense that statement may not
always hold true there is, to some degree , -a point at which
most things reach an ultimate conclusion, a time when the
elements again meet and all things that came to pass finally
come to end.

Herbert Wunderlich

AND SO IT was with the USF Student Bill of Rights last
Thursday evening, when that document was passed by th is
institution's Student Government with no fanfare and no emotion - and, strangely , no mention of its long and sometimes
brutal history.

.

Within 45 minutes of discussion, including a lengthy interruption to appoint an officer, the Bill went , through
methodically, was amended and argued with standard decorum, and passed by voice vote, one barely audible "nay"
trailing off into the dullness.
Very few people who can recall the heyday of the Bill are
still around. Nearly all the major personalities are gone. But
the gent whose name is synonomous with the document, wl!o
m~de it what it is and whose young politica'l being was, in
turn, made almost exclusively by th~ Bill he authored, is
alive and well in Tampa. Alive . .. not kicking.
BEN BROWN LED the Student Bill of Rights through
most of its· four-year 'struggle as a thorn in the Administra•
tion. He was, to them , great cause for rectal seizure ·- a
major "pain in the ass."
But the pain was not exclusively a na'l. Brown, being nurtured by mid-sixties radical student politics wanted administrative monarchs to abdicate their swiveling leather thrones.
His Bill exemplified this.
'
Brown, now 25, entered graduate school at USF this fall.
On probation for a dope bust last year,' he now lives almost
quietly in a \ mall house with his wife, a '59 Dodge pickup

truck named " Soapy" and an hermaphrodite tomcat named
Locill~
IN T~ DAYS when the Bill was the principal issue at
. USF, Brown was a manipulative genius, using his oratorical
gifts to the utmost, augmented with a kindly charm and
clean-cut, fraternity brother looks that never seemed to fit
the part.
Now, adorned with a full beard, more hair and a personal
pledge not to re-activate politically for a while, he looks back
introspectively, somewhat suspicious of his motives at the
time, the effects and the motives of the people who surrounded him.
Brown was, in his words, "a real joiner," coming to USF
in 1965 after resigning a commission to the Air Force Academy in Colorado following his freshman year as a cadet. Once
here, he became a solid frat boy, writing the charter and the
constitution for Phi Delta Theta, being that fraternity's first
USF pledge, serving as its president, taking an instrumental
role· in the Inter-Fraternity Council, co-founding the USF
chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa National Honorary LeaderContinued on page 3-A

Hearing sets;
ground rules
A preliminary hearing ·
dealing with the Hightower
impeachment proceedings
was held Monday .
Bill Davis, Student Government (S') senator,
tered a motion to check-a
conflict of interest against \
the defense counsel,
Jones. Davis entered-.:;tlfe
motion on the groundi :tlfaf
since the defense coui.i.i:et
was p;µd · by. SG and tlia't
his office was ''1ntim~iJYinvolved" in the case-;"" t'
registered a conflict of.fu.'.,
terest. The motion wasiv.::
erruled by the court.
Prosecutor Davis also
en tered a motion stating
that The Oracle had biased·
the court with its editorial.
This was overruled.

~1:.
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LEEP gives USF grant

Students rap
'.')'lith -regent

·'·

...

By JEFF STANFIELD

'

ALTHOUGH . DANIEL said
and Radical Action Coalition
... .By JOE GUIDRY
member and student senator he disagreed with Miss KoI?.egent J. J . Daniel spoke to
vachevich, he doubted · the
Bill Davis.
USF ~tudents last week beginThe students asked Daniel present visitation policy·would
ning "a. new policy of having
be changed any time soon.
ea~h :regent visit a different questions ranging from the
Davis asked Daniel if he
Regents' visitation policy to
campus each month.
Regent recog11ition of radical wo~d commit him~elf to
I5iiniel talked to a small
organizations./ Daniel also changing the policy and when
gr~p: of stud~nts selected by
.
asked the students questions Da,niel refused, Davis replied
Pres. Cecil Mackey's office as and
sought .student opinion at the only time the policies are
being representative .of _ the
changed is when there are stuthe
informed
gathering.
various opinions on campus.
The students' s t r o n g e s t . dent disruptions, · which puts
INCLUDED IN THE group· · complaints were against the students in "a difficult situawere··, Student Government Regents' visitation policy and .tion."
Mallory asked Daniel how
'(SQ) . Pres. Bob · Hightower, Regent Elizabeth Kovachev·
he
felt .on recognizing radical
Stuf1ent Mobilization Commit- : ich's attack on student morgroups on campus and Daniel
te(t· member; Tim Mallory, a1s.
said he ,vould not disapprove
of a group just because it was
u n pop u 1 a r. "The great ,
strength of democracy," he
said, "is it can withstand the
challenge of the unpopular."
-.,. ·,.
THE STUDENTS discussed
\~
·,7..
drug use and availability with
Daniel -and suggested the Regents concentrate. on hard
drug use and the social .causes
of drug use rather than arresting ,.the users of marijuana.
:t
Daniel asked the students if
they agreed with the rule to
require professors to be in the
classroom a minimum of 12
~
-~~~- ~ ~
hours. Jeff Smith, SG vicepresident, said he felt the rule
was degr~ding to the teacher
a?d prof~ssors who needed to .
do off-campus research to
keep ~p in their fi~ld . .
.... --~.-...
Smith ~_lso_ complained of
; ·?:!
the droppmg of the Student
Courts of Discipline and administration's pamphlet of
l!niversity rules · and regulations.
988-6487
· Daniel said he would take
into consideration all of the
student complaints and opinions. _ __ _ _ _
•~ r,- r , .

.

; YA'LL COME!
tothe

..-

Baptist s,ud,nt (tr~

Regular Activities
Vespers-Tuesday6:30 P.M.

Profs fobegin ·
·Rew chapter,
of NEA here

.Luncheon - 50_c.
Thursday 11:30- 1:30
Prayer 'Breakfast -

all students welcome!

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS
.

~

l9 order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the
bo'x es allowing 1 box for .. each letter, space and
punctuation mark. Use additional form if more than
5 lines are required.
5 lines (3 t
Additional
Repeated:
·

·

$1.00
.15
.90* '
.75*

characters/line)
line
2-4 Issues
More than 4 Issues

• Per 5 lines (31 char(!cters)

Mail the ad, with remittance {check preferred) to: Oracle
Classifieds, LAN 4n University of South Florida, Tampa,
Florida ~3620: No refunds.

Deadline -

NOON FRIDAY

DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE

~

have recently bef:lD added to the growing list of merchan~e
available at the USF University Center's Bookstore. An area
containing refrigerated shelves is now open and stocked with
a wide variety of organic health foods.

N

z
~0
t
0

ASPA forms club
on USF's campus· _,

RECORDS
8-TRACK TAPES
~ .:
RYSTL HEADPHONES .,~ ·
OAKTRON SPEA.KERS ·,: :;~ ·.
:SPEAKER ENCLOSURES ·: : : ·

. RECTROPHONICS
STANDARD

PANASONIC
LEARJET

-··z .

::~ : :'

-z
~

z

~

;

(YAZOO)

1

"'t1: ·
~

We Also Have
'DE BLUES'' (TACOMA)

!:d

G':)' :

.

z> :
1-4

Speakers al?d plans fof building your own King Size Wat•
erbeds and PadL Black Lights, Stereos & Repairs, Tape
Decks a~d Re,corclfrs

12934 N. NEBRASKA

971-0963

\

Oracle Classifieds
5 lines
(31 S~aces ea,h)

$)00

Lang 472
, Ext. 2620 or 2560
For Complete Information
Ask for 'Nancy

j

.. . . .. ·~·-· .

_,. Paymellts Q~_Yo~r own , ~."
Townhollse Les~ Than·_ Rent

·noll,woo<l~3:1191

PHONE.

237-3959

FHA 236 coOPE_TIVE ,TOWNHOUSES

30TH STREET AT SLIGH, TAMPA • MODELS 9PEN 11•6 DAILY EXCEPT THURSDAYS

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS FILM ART SERIES

"An outrageously, raunchy parody of
·normal television programming, 'Brand X'
knows where it's at sexually, politically
· and (pop) culturafly. It transgresses ·
the last taboor'

(____Number of
times to run.)

,0
~

..

,0
ffl

4"
4"

~

'

C

ffl

...
z

~

"devilishly, piercingly funny, fortified with an
acute sense of the absurd!"
-N.Y. Times

.ffl

~

-...

..-c

'

~ Newsweek

.>
!!I z
0 . C ,...
0

"A filthy, good:humo~ed, crass something-or•

'°

·other."

··

- New Yorker .

...►
...

~'Scenes of 'making it' on the road are enacted
with a spirit that makes the sex-education
films .seem po~itivefy·anemic!"
- N.Y. Post

4"

r
r

.,, 0
,:i:: · ►

0

z

I

...
,

._
" A·movie for all.the good things ·
In life~"
- L.A. Free Press

t

- .,.':

--♦,iwt

direcied by Win Chamberlain, starring Taylor Mead, S~J(y Kirkiand, Frank
Cavistani, Tally· Brown and Abbie Hoffman, Candy Darling, Ultr2', Violet and
· Sam Shepard ·

_FRIDAY,OCT. lS;SATURDAY,OCT. ·16; ,
SUNDAY, OCT. 17; 6:45, 8:30~ 10:r30 P.M. ·
ENGINEERING AUD. (ENA) ADMISSION $1.00

-

0

$UNSHINE ,
· ·.EVERY-DAY '
-

;

0

(If we .don't have it, we'll ordel" it.)

0

<.
r.l

·-

_;.~

ALL RECORDS
· $3.89

I

~

Upper level students inter- business' community. A dinner
ested in personnel and indus~ · meeting is planned each quartrial relations now have their ter with members of their
own club on campus.
'
parent organization, the PerUSF's chapter of the Ameri- so'nnel Administration Assocican Society for Personnel Ad- ation, invited.
ministration (ASPA) is now
For more information, call
taking names downstairs in
'the Business Building ..
Anthony Frese at 971-4818 or
ASPA's main .purpose is to .stop by their table through
give students, additional in- Oct. 8.
sight into their field and the
creation of good application
of its policies.
Additional benefits to membership in this organization inelude shortening job hunts
after graduation, opportunities
for summer or part-time em-.
ployment and membership in
the local business community.
This organization will have
one business meeting each
month which will be augmented by a professional meeting
featuring a speaker from the

The 1National ,Society_ot-1Pro-...' ·
fessors (NSP), . division.-cif
the "National· Education Asso,.;;
ciation (NEA), is starting a
USF chapter.
. The· society which now has
.only 15 members will aid USF
professors in attaining better
job security, working condi' tions, raises and more friQge
benefits.
:~s ~ division of NEA, the
members have access to financial, economic, and legal
aid to teachers on the profess
sor level.- The organization
will have information publications, provide insurance, and
help in the upgrad_ing of professor skills.
Coordinating the initial steps
in establishing the campus
chapter' is Assoc. Prof. of Modern Languages Arny Sparks.
An open meeting will be
held Oct. 26,. at the Brown Bottle.

a..

~7;15_A.M. eyery_~ 9_w~~~s·

S

Organic foods ...

f

;~ J 14_. ..... . .l ;'i- -',:vi
-'

-

for Quarters 1-4 of '71-72, said . employe of a public law enMrs. Southard.
forcement agency, his loan is
Special To The Oracle
cancelled at the rate of 25 per
The Federal Government's
"We have provided assis- cent per year of service.
Law Enforcement Education tance for all the students that
Those eligible for grants
Program (LEEP) gave USF ~e c~~ handle at the p_resent
$41,294 to provide loans and .. time, Mrs. Southard said. ·
must be full-time employes of
Two types of financial assis- a public-minded law enforcegrants for students studying
law enforcement, Mrs.- Caro- tance· are offered under the ment agency, as certified by
lyn Southard of the Financial 11.EEP program : loans of up to their employers and enrolled
Aids Office, announced. .
$1,800 per academic year and
on a full or part-time basis in
tuition grants of up to $200 per
LEEP was ·created -to pro- quarter.
·a
graduate or undergraduate
·
vide financial aid to college
program creditable toward a
students studying criminal
According to LEEP reports, degree or certificate in law
justice in an effort to increase to be eligible for a loan the
the educational status of law student must be enrolled full- enforcement. Receivers of
enforcement personnel. .
time in a graduate or under- these grants must continue to
graduate program leading to work as law enforcement offiThe money has been allo- a degree or certificate in iaw cers for two years after comcated to finance the education , enforcement. If the student pleting the federally financed
of roughly 200 USF students becomes a certified full-time courses.

.

.

"The first entertainment film of the
·woodstock Nation, or the last of the
Nixon NaUon. Funny from beginning to end,
it's.pure gold!"
-Village Voice.

I ,

N
;►. .
·'9 :
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Constitution amen:dments Academic Advising
set for USF student vote

------FOR Y O U R
'
-

INFORM ATION

By HARRIET C. SELIGSOHN
Coordinator of Lower Division Advising

USF stud en ts will vote Oct. Physics Buildings, the mall
20 on amendments to 11 sec- between the Education and
tions of the Student Govern- Business complexes, at · the
ment (SG) constitution ac- University Center, and at
cording to Rick Kubach, SG Argos and Andros complexes.
Students must show a fee
Elet;:tion Rules Committee
card to vote.
chairman.
"If the referendum fails,
Kubach told The Oracle
of student represenelections
origielections
that
Monday
nally scheduled for today tatives will be held by old ap-.
have been postponed a week portionments Nov. 3," said
so that the amendments can Kubach.
"Should the amendments
be published in next week's
receive the two-thirds vote
Oracle.
Six voting booths will be set needed, senators will be electup at ·the _ Engineering and- ed Quarter 2 with on-campus

WELL~MATCHED
TRIO

students in Andros and Argos
complexes receiying one representaJ:ive per. 500 students
while commuters, including
students at Fontana and DeSoto halls will receive one
senator per 1,000 students."

Bay Campus to
continue voting
through Thurs.

ments
Advisor assign_

The USF Bicycle club is sponsoring an
eight-hour round trip tour to Brandon. All
ipterested cyclists should meet in front of
the USF Administration building Sunday, Oct.
17 at 7:30 a.m. The tour includes breakfast ·and
swimming in Brandon.
For further · information contact RaY V.
Pqore, ext. 2930 or Craig Starns, 876-0€1)5.

Students who are new to the USF Campus should see
their advisors early this quarter to go over, their programs. A
comprehensive list of available freshmen and sophomore advisors by college and major is_on the last page of tlµs issue of
/
The Oracle.

General education waivers
Young Republicans meet

· Students attending USF for the first time this. quarter
who meet the criteria for waiving courses on the basis of test
scores, high school courses and grades should submit Request for Waiver applications to the .Admissions Office early.

ST. PETERSBURG - Students began voting Monday to
elect student body leaders for
Students who do not meet the catalogue requirfments but
the first time in the history of
feel they have justification for such waivers, should submit
USF's St. Petersburg Camthese applications to Faculty Office 122.
,
r,
pus.
Voting will continue ·through
Students who have been in attendance at USF for mcire
9 p.m. Thursday. .
one quarter or transfers niay also request waivers. In
than
students
Campus
Pete
_St.
.with ni_ne or more quarter
such cases, however, grades in college courses are also taken
hours are eligible to vote in
into consideration. These applications should be turned in at
the election: Identification and
FAO 122.
full fees cards must be presented. · '
Transfer ev~luatiol}. 'aefers'
The election follows a week
of campaigning by 11 can~iTransfer students who have· "defer" written by their
dates for four offices.
taken at another institution on their Transfer Evalua- courses
The candidates:.
tion certificates should be aware that the credit for these
-For president, Charles
Courses is included in the total number of hours tran.sferred
Bohac,·. Tom Green and Lou
Kubler.
to USF. The only time a student needs to have the "defer"
.:...For vice president, Tom , replaced is if the course he took might serve as a substitute
Ford, Earl Roney and Coiette
for a General Education course or a ~ourse required for his
Trump.
elective courses do not need to
major. Those which would
-For treasurer, ~ynthia
have the "defer" defined.
Cc1rlberg, Rori Eggar, Leslie
McDade and Melissa ProtoGeneral Education equivalents may be clarified at FAO
mastro.
122 or by the appropriate course chairman. Other defe_rred
-For secretary, Judy Wilcourses are handled by the departments or colleges.
hite.

USF's Young Republican Club meets each
Monday at 2 p.m. in University Center (UC)
226. New members are welcome.

Press Club meets today

Beauty contest slated

The USF Press Club meets today at 2 -p-:m:
~ · ·.'
The Miss North 'Tampa Pageant Association in Language-Literature Building 118.
It is important that all members attend ·a s· ·
committee is accepting applications for contestants in the Miss North Tampa Pageant until new developments will be discussed. Ne,v ·
Oct. 20. Preliminary competition is set for Oct. members are welcome. The club's member--' __
24 at TECO Hall where 10 finalists will be se- · ship includes those in the news arid broadca:st ..
'
media.
lected.

USF HOLIDA Y
SKI PACKAGE
I

be

·. Elegant J8-karat golden
masterpiece with seven
radiant diamonds,

8

$240

-

Illustration Enlarged

CHARGE lT... even if you've never had credit before!

GORDON 'S
.

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S

•3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STORES IN: ST. nTERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
SEMINOLE, BRAOENTON,PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND
6"❖06-13

....
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ULLETIN BOARD

Co-Op Education , .

ARE=~
HERE!

·McDonald's
LJ

920 E. FOWLER AVE~, TAMPA

WATERBEDS

,=:at::$2.3. 95
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Career Planning
And Placement ·

Ur.hi.

s29goo

..-,
·"

l. Round trip air trans. from New York City

TODAY
Bullelin Boa rd notices sh~uld be serlt
Aegean Piclures, 9 a.m ., CTR 204
welcome to group. Other USF Personnel
direct to "Director Student PublicaRoom or Apartment,
Your
Decorating
partleipating are J . Follman, ·F. Fresh~tioris. LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later
2 o.m .. CTR 248.
our, and M. Aust in (edu.) and A. Parthan noon Thursday for publication the
"ACCESS," 6:30 p.m. , WUSF radio,
.
rado ( Hum -Dev ). ·
following Wednesday.
89,7 FM
Fulbright-Hays Full Grants & Trave l
; ... •
'
District Education, 7 p.m., CTR 215
Grants: Information ~vailable graduate
.
THURSDAY
·
stud ies of AOM 226.
_
Pictures, 9 a.m., CTR 204
Aegean
X-Ray Unit: Northside UC Building ,
_ Staff Jnsurance: Open enrollment dur225
CTR
noon,
Luncheon,
BIS
Oct. 13, 14, , 9 a .m to noon ·and 1 t.o 4
ing Noy. .. & Dec. Contact Per~nnel,
FRIDAY
,
·
P,m.
Employe Benefils. Section, FAQ 11, Ext.
Aegean Pictures, 9 a.m ., CTR 20.
Instructional Materials CenteN New
2438. coxera ge effect ive J.an 1, 1972.
"Marooned," 7:30 and
ie,
Mov
UCPC
Aegean Sales: Faculty & ' staff mem- , hours for quarter 1 are Mon., Wed, ,
.
10 p.m. LAN 103
bers n:iay reserve 1972 Aegean by send• ,- Thu rs: 9 a .m. to 9 p.m. Tues . & Fri ., 9
Feliciano Concert, 8:30 p.m., Curtis
a.m. to 5 p.m.~
ing check for $2.00 to Ian •128 or go bv
Hixon
Available
F i lms :
Resources
Ed.
~LAN 42. sohie 1971 copies still remain.
SATURDAY
through Oct. 15. When Should GrownSenior Portraits: All faculty who
bmicron Delta Kappa, 9 a.m., CTR
ups He lp& When Should Grown-Ups Stop ' 158, 200-205, 215,521 , 252, .255, 256
teach senior sem inar and-or upper level
Fights? The Bride Comes to Yellow
classe s · p lease announce: Seniors- Omicron Luncheon, noon, CTR 2-'8
Sky; Introduction to Feedback; The
those grai!uating with B.A. and-or M.A.
· UCPC Movie, ""Ma rooned," 7:30 and
L iving Filler; Foibles; To See or Not, 10 p.m. LAN 103
through August, 1972, must call 974-2679
.
.
to See; Satiric Eyes; Interview; House
or go by Lan -472 for senior portrait ap•
U~PC Dance, "Weston" Pri !Jl Sho ,
that Jack Bu ilt; Conquest of the Atom;
polnlmenl. Photographer will be on
9 p.m. RAR 231
Sennet - Fun Factory; Dracula; Light
camp'us - fhrough October 1-4, UC 204.
SUNDAY
(Optics) Color; Lens Sense.
., National • Reading Conference: USF
UCPC• Movie, "Marooned," 7:30 p.m.
Travel Requests : Effect ive lmmedi•
J
.
A
1971.
-c;·
3,
2,
Dec.
on
host
be:
. ·w111
LAN 103
ate'ly all travel requests inyolving
Lo~e ,c,~y.g) is 77.pe~manen; convention
••
MONDAY
Agency
ver.seas Tr avel
· AmericanWomen's.. Club Luncheon, noon, CTR
must be submitted to Procurement for · 2"8
.
approval 3 days prior to date of travel.
Women's Club Baby Sitting, 2 p.m . •
Vouchers .for reimbursement of travel
•
CTR 202
expenses should be submilted ., to pro· Science Fiction Movie, "The Fly," · 9
curement, , trav el section within ten
103
LAN
.,
p.m
days follow ing completion of ◄ rip .
TUESDAY
Vouchers more than 30 days old will
Marcus Raskin, "Speaker" 8 p.m .
not be processed unless you have ap·
Teaching AuditorJum.
proval from director of procurement.
Secretaries are r em inded that voucher
for re imbu rs eme'nt of tra vel expenses
)form C-616) is provided free of charge
and is not to be photocopied. If there
TODAY, OCT. 13.
are any questions, please con tact Ros
Career Planni ng Conference for stuThomas, Ext. 2481.
den ts interested \ in placement on Coop•
USF Chemistry Seminar: Thurs., Oct.
erative · Education training and assign.
- 14, 4 p.m. , Or . Dea n F _ Martin, USF,
ments during Quarter 2 and 3, 2 p.m.,
"Red T ide & Red Blood."
soc 127. .
Computer ·Research Center Non•Credit
friday, oct 22 .
Seminars: Intermediate FORTRAN ProMid-term Reoort and Housing Ques•
gramming, Oct. 25-29 and Nov. 1. J, 8,
t lonnaire must be postmarked f or re12; 3 to 5 p.m ., SCA 204. Job Control
turn to Co-Op Office not later than thi
Language and E r ror Messages and Dedate. Mid-term Report and Housing
bugging, NOV. 15, 17, 19, 22, 26, 29; 3 to
QuestJonna lre opt ional but If sent In
5 p.m., SCA 204 . Reservations ext. 2930.
should be mailed by thi s date.
Tournament:
Tennis
Facull)I-Stalf
Co-Op Training opportunities for maEntries now being accepted. Tourna·(ors in allcolleges are listed in the
ment begins Mon., Oct. 25. Competition
Co-op Office. Inquire. in FAO 126 or
In 6 divisions; novice men' s singles,
Ext. 2171.
open men's singles, no\,!ice men's. douSome openings available for Quarter
blt?s, open men' s do ubles, women's sinII are as follows:
gles, and women's doubles. The tournaI e v e·I,
Junior-Senior
Marketing:
ment will be double elimination and is
Tampa area.
open to all USF faculty. staff, and
Accounting : Senior level with audit ing
spouses. Entry fees 50 cents for singles
course'.' CPA firm, Atlanta, Ga.
and $1 per team for doubles. Entr ies
All areas; students
Engineering:
must be rec eived no later than Tues.,
needed fo r Quarter 11 placement.
Oct. 19, PED 100, ext. 2125.
A goal of $15,000 in contributions and
pledges for 1971 Tampa United Fund
dr ive has been announced by l Dr. Russell M. Cooper, · USF TUF chairman,
and his thirteen USF division capta ins.
The following organizations will be inFaculty Development Leave : Fa"'culty
terviewing on , campus. Check w ith Caand
wishing to apply for Qlr. I,
reer Planning and P lacement, Ull 518 ,
Qtr, II or Ill 1973, should contact office
ex t. 2295 (or call 2200 for t ape-recorded
of vice president for ,academic affairs
schedule} for Interview locat ions, to
for applicat ion f orm. Any eligible faculschedule appointments or for fur ther inty member who applied last year but
formation.
did not receive an award may re-apply.
OCTOBER 25
To be e/lgible, a facu lty member must
Maas Brothers, All ma jors.
h~ve six years of full-time· employment
Amoco - Geology, B.A., M .A. , Geolow,th USF whether on a 9, 1~ or ~2 __
gy majors.
mpnth con tract. Qtr. IV, 1972 1s available for faculty on 12 month contrads
•
f?CTOBER 26
.
only, To be considered, applications .
Equitable Life Auurance Society of
must be returned to the vice presithe U.S., B.A., Bus. Adm. & L ib. Art s
dent's office, ADM 226, no later than
majors.
Mon., Oct. 25, 1971.
OCTOBER 27
canning, Wells & Salzer, B.A. Acctg,
.
majors.
General Telephone co., a .A., e.s., All
majors.
Meeting times and places of organizaLybrand, Ross Bros & Montgomery,
tions which meet regu lar ly are posted
•
· B.A., M .A., Acclg. majors.
on UC Lobby Bullet in Boards.
manager. President Mackey will give

TNE,· YO-YOS
1/, .

IN FRANCE

12DAY,SKIPKG .
Departing Dec. 31.

*

Off '1c'1al Not'1ces

~JEWELERS

\On Nov. 6, final competition is scheduled at
Curtis Hixon Hall's Gasparilla Room where
·~
Miss North Tampa will be crowned.
Contestants will compete in bathing . suit,
evening _gown and talent divisions. Miss North
Tampa 'wins numerous fashion, dining and
scholarship awards plus the opportunity to
compete in the Miss Florida Pageant _pe~t
summer in Orlando.
Any girls interested in obtaining app.(ica~:.·
tions may do so in the Junior Department .at_~
Sears, Roebuck & Co. or at the North Tampa
Chamber of Commerce. For more information,"·
contact Mrs. Loren Rhoads, coordinator :of. .
contestants, at- 876-9960. She will be glad -to · ·
mail applications if not ified.

Bicycle club sponsors tour ·

an

2. hotel accommodations.
3. Round trip transfers between airport and your
ski resort.

,.

ADM102
AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEL CORP.
Your On-Campus Travel Agency

*based on affinity group of forty.

'--

.. .~.Ph. 974-2695
•

PRESENTING
THE GREAT AMERICAN
TACO:'
[The Cheeseburger that goes Crunch!]::
Of course it's a taco.
But some people still have to
' be cm1vinced.
At TACO BELL, we use top
ingredients like mild Wisconsin
cheddar ~heese, pure Kansas City
beef, golden Iowa corn and crisp
Califoi·nia lettuce.
And ole!
The great American taco.
Or, if it pleases you, the

cheeseburger that goes cl'unchl'
Crunch a couple with your
favorite soft drink and you've
bought a very delicious, very
nutritious meal.
For a good deal less than a
dollar.
And now that your mind is
open, there are over 400 TACO
BELL Restamants to serve you.
How can you miss?

Campus Date Book

MODERN BEAUTY ·
SALON .
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER

,

9-5 Mon.-Fri.
9-6 Saturday
Open Tues. ancl
Thurs. Evenings

Ph. 971-4891

BEFOrtE 'l'OU 6U't FRO~ A

DORM PEDbLER., SEE US FOR

TME COMPLETE WATERBEt)
STORY. -n:\E RA.P'S FREEi

AQUA-WORLD
2110 BUSCH
'

AN:NO'UNCING!"
An ope_n invitation to the University of South
Florida. You are cordially invited to visit our
Modern Beauty Salon (Sorority House) and
meet Miss Ann Whitley, stylist extraordina_ire and her staff of talented artists.
We specialize in the latest versions of shag,
gypsy hair shaping, by Master Craftsman of
the Arts.
Come in and get this fantastic hair shaping
at no extra ·cost with shampoo and set for
.
.
only •• ·•

$4.50

'

TACOBELt..

2921 Busch Blvd.

Tampa, Fla.

•

i'
•

.
I
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1.Eust lftthitt {uruhittg (!tn.. ·

·~

12802 NEBRASKA AVE.
7 DAYS A WEEK

\.

10202 N. 30th St• . '.
'

. .. .

.. ·:

•"'

~~

..
\

... •.

'

BODY
HOSE
'

.,.. . . · CLIMAX/ALLEY
-..c CAT/PHASE 11/800

,,

•

I

FUNKY/TICKL.ES
CRACKER JAX/~
PLEAS.URE ·BELT/
.,.. . STICK IT/HOW
~ · · 1·ow 8.ROWN ·
F4.: COW/GRANNY :
· I+( TAKES AKNIT/
· Mai ATTITUDES YOU
::, .·:CANWEAR/ _ .
J.< _. SOON
· •

To wear under :mini~
·.pants or skirts! Clingy
· little flatterer in stretch
. ·· . nylon/Dacron·E* poly:· ester. Zips up the back. Snap crotch. S, M, L.

Book Store

c-i •:

•·-· . ,

1

•

~:s. DiL~':AaRv .
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3964 W. HILLSIOIOUGH
HOIIZON PARK SHOPPING CINTER.
· Open Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M.-9 P.M.

Fash·i o·ns

Sun. 12-6

10027 CARROl.lWOOD CENmt
PH,9U•2121

Open Man., Tues., Wed., Sat. 9:30:5:30
Thurs., Fri. 9,30-9,00
I

10024 N. 30th St.
.
' SHORE PlAZA
WEST
TAMPA

.,.
CENTRAL PLAZA .
ST. PETERSBURG.

...

,.
. West meets E8$t head on.
In the tough Tem boat
with hidden comfort.

Geoolne rawhide with
full lea1herJinill?.

ES
GATE
CENTER

"Brushed Cord & Skinny Knit''
I

IN - '

BRANDON

·MEN'S ROOM
Northgate on the Mall

.

-. -
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Staff commentary

Victorian relic

COMMENTARY

The Oracle is written and edited by students at the Un-iversity of South Florida. Editor-ial views therein
are not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the University adn#nistration.

By Liz BARNES
Orac le Staff Writer

were made by men to govern the_ decisi'bns a!Jd rights of women, .
Sachs deserves the support of all who

_: Error . based on trust
.:_ deserves anot_her chance
\

1

.r

-

-

Leffers

't SUPPOSE WITH ~12 ~FUL

~TIENC5, l DIDN'T POLL
· IT OUT FAST ENOUGH!'
.

'Bill:DtN
t-,,,.,.

:r
70DAY

-.

{

~

We find this a. regrettable step
backward in student-administration
relations. This is a tiru.e of student
involvement and interest in the operations of the University. Student,
participation in the decision-making'
process ~hould be encouraged, not /·
eliminated.
_

The Space Committee: m(?st
students have never heard- of _this
committee and fewer know what it
doet
'. The committee has cont.rot of
a:ci'demic space a 11 o·c at i _o n s,
, changes and reno:vations in ,exist-'
ing buildings, and planning for new
It's· hard to ,believe that stu;
buildings,. n does not handle meet- dents· would, hinder · the efficiency
4Ig room assignments.
of the committee. Although some
Ir. recent reorganization _lias faculty members who served on abolished - this committee and the committee are pleased to _be
moved its duties to the Universi- · relieved ot, the duties due to presty's Executive Committee headed sure from colleagues and academby James Clark, execudve assis- ic dep·a rtments, students ,would be
tant: to the president. In this neutral and not su_pject to these
change, two student members pressures . The students may help
were eliminated.
provide and moderate influence in
the dog fights for academic space.
It's clear that students would
make substantial contributions in
,considerations of changes and additions in student-oriented facilities
.
such as dm;mitories, lOll{lges, and
the new bookstore and library.
Clark said that one pressing need
, A defective speaker in the new on campus is study space for c;omLanguage Literature audftorium muting students.
'
has made watching films almost a
It seems only logical and appropainful_experience.
priate that stu~ents be involved in
. Not having the sound system in these decisions and future planprefect working order from the-be- ning. And it's certainly better to in. ginningtof the quarter is a great dis- clude students around a conference
·appointment for those who have table than out.side shouting "Stu~
been eagerly awaiting the facility: dent Power! It
Th,e problem will be corrected .
-We strongly urge that student
by the construction company, which representation he re_instated to reis responsible for the -flaw, but not verse a potential precedent for
until Nov. 7th.
eliminating student -participation
There will be four weeks when in de"cisions and for the future of
movies will be shown with the de- University planning.
f ective equipment.
Perhaps someone can go above
and beyond the call of duty to find
an interim solution so that going to
the_-movies will be enjoyable - for
c!ass or recreation.
0

LAN-sound system

gives bad vibrations

.

Let's .promote
· world -peace

One of the most significant
events in the history of the United
Nations has happened this year.
The United States has ·dropped its
~PA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, 1969
previously intransigent opposition
,: ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
to admitting Red China to the in,,
' ' Published weekly on Wednesdays during the academic year by the University of south Florida, 4202 ternational body and is sponsoring
Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620. second class postage a resolution to allow both Red
paid &f Tampa, ·Fla.
_
China and Taiwan to participate.
CIRCULATION RATES
Single Copy (non-students) ------------------ 10 cents
.
Call it recognizing an error or a
1
-: ~ f~~~~~~~1v ;$~~on1i:r ~:r~ers ' 11 a nd Ill, change in the political situation,
Office of Student Publications, the director: LAN it's a wise decision. The United
4.72, phone 974-2617. Newsroom, LAN 469, • phones
974-2842 and 974-2619. Advertising, LAN 472, phones States can diplomatically do as it
97~·2620 and 974-2560.
,Deadlines: Advertising, Wednes<!ay . noon for in- pleases but ther e is no r eason for
sertlon the following Wednesday, Requests for news
coverage, Wednesday for publication the following 130 other nations to be bound to the
Wednesday. General news, noon Friday for Wednesday publication. Classlfled ads will be taken a a.m. U.S. policy.
to , s p.m., Monday through Friday, in person or by
W h
· a d·
mall with payment enclosed. Classified ad deadline is
e Ope tha t R e d Ch"Ina 1S
n~n Friday for Wednesday publication.
mitted later this month, We hope a
Editor -----=-~------,-~------- Ma ry Ellen Moore settlement of the China problem
Mflnaglng Editor ___..1_________ .La urel Teverbaugh
"ll · ll
· 'l
l t'
f
Editorial Ed itor --- ------ ---- ----- - - - Eliot Saler , Wl
a OW a siml ar SO U lOn Or
News
Editor
. · - -------- -Paul
Be thWIiborn
Serata other •split countries East and
Ma keup
Editor
_____---__________
Copy Edll!)r - - - - ---- ---- Vicki Smithson West Germany, North and South
Sports Editor --··------------=--- Norman Googe!
Activities
Editor
lt Steigle!11an
·a nd North and South
P~otographer
___------------------________________ Wa
Steve
Sod1koff Korea,
N
· Viet
Advertising Manager _________________ BIii Kopf
am.
Business Manager _____ ____________ Bill Wisniewski
p h
b
d 'tt'
Adylsor ---------------------- Prof, Leo Stalnaker Jr.
e"f apS y a mi mg every
'
country to the United Nations, the
lll.il.iit4 @iiilt1tm@MAfli/ll#WiWtiWtM¥M4ti .; ;,;
cause of world peace will be aided.
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Ron Sachs, editor of the University of
oppose Florida's continued defeat of bills
Florida student newspaper, was arrested
for abortion reform in the face of growfor printing· abortion referral information
ing recognition of woman's right to govin .an edition of the Florida Alligator. He
ern her own body. E very woman deshould be commended for his courageous
serves that right and must make her
stand.
In the modern age of communication
. own decision about the morality of aborit
is
not fair t hat a woman seeking ter· In addition to the public's right to
tion. It is not up to the state to limit her
mination
of an unwanted pregnancy have
modern reality, women have the right to
free choice when her_life and that of her
no fast public access to abor tion inforinformation that concerns control of
prospectiye child are in question.
mation. Voters must demand the repeal
their bodies. Florida's antiquated Statute
Ifis a fact ·of life that many unwanted
of this unfair statute. Information is not
797.02, forbidding the printing of abortion -pregnancies occur. I con.tend that ·not
coercion. Knowledge of facts will not
referral services, should be recognized
only is. the listing of abortion referral a
force
abortion on those who believe it is
for what it is - a relic of the Victorian
service and a necessity, but that other
wrong.
It will, perhaps, save women who
past.
information regarding pregnancy and
do want abortions from ·dangerous backThat a student newspaper would chalparticularly birth control should l:Je printalley butchers.
lenge this statute shows that university
ed as well. ,This would include listings of
students are aware of the need to reevalPlanned Parenthood agencies and adop- -:
It is time that Statute 797.02 be chaluate present abortion laws - all of whic~
tion agencies.
·
lenged and repealed.

cis10n through a letter which appears on this page.
It's too bad that the legislature
is so quick to jump at an obvious
error in Hightower's judgement an error based on trust - that they
are not -willing to let Hightower
profit by his error, and as a result
carry the matter as far as necessary.
Hightower questrons Mf:1ckey's ruling on payment ·to Froines
We hope that at tomorrow
night's legislature meeting the
Editor's Note: A copy of the following
Government. Last Thursday night, Sept.
Following the discussion on the docucharges will not be changed; we · Jetter to President
Mackey was sent to
30, the Student Government Legislature
ment, I was quite surprised when Mr.
hope they'll be·dropped.
:-.
The Oracle for publication.
considered two measures on this issue:
Clark ·implied that I should not be worIt may be a naive notion, QUt Dear Dr. Mackey,
One, a resolution calling for · my imried
about the reasons and that if was no
doesn't the learning process iniv, yoli are .probably aware, the quespeachment based upon my failure to
longer iny job to ask why the University
volve errors? ...!. And don't errors _tion of the John Froines honorarium of carry out Statute 3 (copy enclosed) and was unauthorized to pay the John
ever involve second chances?
· $500 has once again come -up in Student
a second one, a statute again asking for
Froines honorarium.' He implied that my

The Student Government (SG) to continue action after that veto
Court has been appointed ·-(by SG was overridden by the legislature.
Hightower, as president, is exP~es: Bob Highto~er) and approved (by the. SG legislature). pected to carry out functions set by
One ,more obstacle on the course to the legislature, despite his personbi~ing impeacµment proceedings al beliefs. What the legislators
against Hightower has thus been seem to be overlooking, however,
overcome, more easily than any- is that Hightower's decision to
"forget about" the enacted legislaone expected.
Ahd at tomorrow night's legisla- tion was not a personal decision.
In his previous atlempts to
ture meeting, legislators will encarry
out . the legislation, he had
counter- another hurdle, one they
.
been
blocked
by the one person to
encountered last week and simply
whom
he
is
immediately
responsio~erlooked.
'
The proposal was - and will 'ble.
\ Pres. Cecil Mackey was responagain be - made to drop the malsible
for Hightower's decision to
feasance of office charges against .
not
take
the matter any further
Hightowert and change the charge
(although
it was possible for Hjghto -non-feasance. The distinction is
tower
to
seek
out the Regents' dethat instead · of being impeached
cision).
for doing a poor job, Hightower
At the time there wa-s no reason .
will be impeached for not doing bis
for
Hightower to. doubt the legality
job at all. · And the difference is important. of the reason given by Mackey for
Hightower's' critics maintain not making payment to Froine~.
that they are. not impeaching the Evidently, th~re is_ a reason for
. SG president for simply vetoing doubt now.
And Hightower has not g_µestheir bill to approve payment to
speal{er Froines, · but for refusing tioned· Pres., Mackey. about the de-

,·,committee shuffling ,
,removes students.

If a woman does desire an abortion
she must act fast. The national medical
director · of Planned Parenthood-World
Population Dr. George Langmyhr cautions, "Don't waste those first precious
weeks working through a legal-societal
maze. Early a bortion is safe abortion."

'

the reimbursement of the Radical Action
Coalition for the John Froines speech.
I think you are well aware of my convictions on this issue. Last April, when
the Froines hororarium came up, you informed me that the University did not"
have the authority to pay John Froines
(due to general contract principles) and
I accepted your judgment without signifi•
cant question. At present, however, the
situation dem~ds that further quE:stions
be raised.
Last Tusday, Oct. 4, Mike Rose, Gary
Jones, Paul' Bradley, and I met with Mr..Clark in order to learn the specific· reasons · that p~ohibited the University from
having -the authority to pay John Froines. ·
t!! response to our questions, Mr. Clark
~hawed us a statement that contained
many 1.4uotes, the relevance of which I
know not, that ~ ed 1o support the
argument that John Froines could not ,be
paid due to "general contract principles." I am not certain, however, because Mr. Clark would not let us retain
a copy of the document.

job- and my responsibility ended when I
took the Froines issue all the way up to
your desk, regardless of the reasons, rationale or restrictions that may or may
not have been used in determining the
issl}e. This suggested to me, as well as
to the other Student Government members present, that we were to_ accept
your judgment as law regardless of reason or higher law.
Please forgive the length of this letter
and its frankness, but if there were ''gei.eral contract principals" that left the
State unauthorized to pay . Froines,
should they not be made public? If there
were reasons for non-payment, should
they not be made public? This inquiry, I
feel, ·especially considering my current
' Situation in Student Governm~nt, is well
within the guidelines of my jurisdiction.
Thank you for your: -time and attention.

·

.

.

,

Sincerely
Robert S. Higbto~er ;
SG Presiden~

Smith comments on editorial, commentary

Editor:
islature and his veto was overridden by
I feel it is necessary for me to reply
a two-thirds vote of the legislature, .
- to three items which ·a_ppeare<l' o~ your..- .wbich±the~legislature-, has.. tl!.e :co~sti~.
editorial page in the October 6·issue of
tional authority to do. That is the
The Oracle.
_
- ~ . : .~ 'reason the impeachment was brought up.
I am in full support of any newsp_a per· • ! : Secondly, in Miss Sue Kossow's comwhich keeps tabs OIJ the governmerit and- -~ mentary, again I would like to state that ·
criticizes said government when they
her criticisms are not the issue but again
feel it ts noJ doing the job it was elected
an error in facts. Miss K?ssow states,
to do. My complaint is not aimed at your ·.\:·"once brought up, the topics are often
criticisms but at the two ·errors which I ·--~bled till the next meeting." There were
feel were a failure on your part to ade- · •:~ive pieces of legislation which were
quately research the incidents about
tabled, this is true. T~ere is ~ slight
which you were writing. The first was
catch, though, a nd that is these pieces of
the editorial " Legislature commits error
legislature were either Bills or Statutes
in impeaching Hightower." ¥1 this editowhich the legislature is 1:qu~red by the
rial your entire defense was based on
Student Government Constitution to table
Hightower's veto of the legislation in
for one week prior to voting on them.
question and, therefore, he was within
The third thing was in a letter to the
his rights and should pot have been im·
editor which, I am aware, is not the repeach,ed. One very relevant point, ,Le.,
sponsib~ity of The Or~cle. Mr. Sperling
Saga employees _
u ~happy with management the
main reason for impeachment, was
complams about not bemg able to attend
Editor's N(lte: The following letter was
well as Saga. We are tir ed of. his slanomitted! After Pres. Hightower's veto,
Sen. McGovern's spee~h. First, there
sent to Robert Sechen, SG Secretary of
derous statements a nf feel he ha? violatthe ·statute was brought back to the leg- - was no money paid by any organization
Resident Affairs. Sechen fon vardeil it for
ed any integrity we have. We are greatly
on this campus to McGovern. The Senapublication.
disturbed by the recent layoffs .. We do
tors's speech and all expenses incurred
- not buy his excuses t hat these people are
by it were paid for- by the Mc.Govern
Dear Mr. Sechen: .
Criticism from senator campaign
leafers or not doling their job. We feel
offices in Washington, D.C.
We, the student employees of Saga
the meal plan issue is the main cause for
Editor:,
Secondly, the advance man who was sent
Food Service would like for you to repredismissal. What kind of morale and what
An editorial and a staff commentary
here to arra nge for facilities, etc. did not
sent us in our feelings toward John
quality of work can workers ·produce
published
in
last
week's
issue
·of
Tpe
do the job he was sent to do, and is ·no
Lyndes; Director of Saga Food Service,
under .the constant threat of dismissal or
Oracle need correcting.
· longer on the McGovern staff as of last
Inc., at the University of South Florjda.
layoff?
The editorial attacking the legislature
week.
_
We wish, however, t.nat in doing th.is you
We suggest the following, immedi<'!,teleft
the
implication
tha
t
Bob
Hightower
Student Government sponsored Sen.
will not disclose any· of our names. We
ly. We do not threaten, we only suggest. . was br'ought up for impeachment beMcGovern and has sent letters to all the
feel tha t you command enough respect
We do not wish Mr. Lyndes or Saga any
cause he vetoed a statute. That was not 1presidential hopefuls requesting that
and trust that our names are not imporill will, but you must realize that we are
the reason. He's charged with not atthey speak on campus. We will make·
ta nt to anyone but yourself._
threatened and it is. normal to defend
tempting to implement a statute h~ veevery
effort to see that ample facilities
We feel that John Lyndes, as Director
one's self when threatened.
toed which the legislature later overr~de. · are provided.
of Saga Food Service, policy maker, and
1. We the veterans request, ih · writA simple glance at the SG constitution
Jeff Smith
enforcer, has managed to confuse, as
ing, that we have some kind of guaranpoints out that this is a clear violation. I
SG- Vice-President •
well as frustrate us into not really caring
tee that we wol)'t be fired because we
voted against the impeachment because·
or having pride on our jobs. If there can
have no meal plan. We do not expect
I felt the charges were insµfficient for a
be any pride in cleaning a floor or washSaga to keep people wh~ do 11ot wprk, · conviction in court.
t
ing dishes, Mr. Lyndes, by his constant
but we do ·e xpect respect for the people
The editorial concludes, "It is not the · aC S On Spee( .. g1V n
harping and indecisiveness as to what is
that work for Saga.
legislature's part to censure him for his
Editor:
the proper way to do a job has been the
2. We request that only one person
actions." It is not only the legislature's • In :response to Miss or Mr. Sperling's '
cause of these frustrations. It . is very
tell us how to do our job. Businesses are
part but its responsibility to keep · a
letter concerning . Sen. McGovern's
disheratening to have our manager tell
regimented just like the military and
check on the executive branch for its acspeech on campus, all expenses incurred ,
'
.
us how to do our jobs and then have Mr.
there can't be two leaders and still have
tions. The concluding remarks indicate a
in connection with the .Senator's appearLyndes come up two minutes later and · an effective operation.
lack of knowledge of the general checks
ance will be paid for by the McGovern
tell us differently. Repeatedly we have
3. We request that in addition to asand balances of student goven:iment.
for President Committee. Sen. McGovern
asked to have procedures stated to us in
signing each. specqic person a duty, that
In the commentary "At tlle circus,"
received no· fee for his speech. No money
writing. We already know what we are
each person be told how his job is to be
Sue. Kossow criticizes the legislature as
" came from 18,000 activity fees ' from
supposed to do in our positions, but, bedone.
being immature based on one ,or two
18,000 tuitions." . Tliis fact could have
cause of the conflicting orders . we are ,
. 4. We s uggest that regular meetings
Senators displaying a YIP sign.
been determined by a mere phone citll to ·
uncertain of how -we are supposed to do
between the staff and ·the management
She accuses the legisla ture of often
the Student Government"office.
our jobs.
be held in order to air specific problems
being more captivated by the procedure ,
The reasons for scheduling the -speech :
We, most of us veterans, have strong
and correct poor situations before they
than the issue. Any legislative body
in the theater were for the personal safes
sympathy amongst each other for the
develop.
_
which attempts to maintain an open air
ty of'Sen. McGovern and for the comfort
poor deal we are getting from Mr.
Above all we want John Lyndes to . for contrasting views and opinions must
of those persons genuinely interested in
Lyndes (not necessarily Saga). It is very
know that we are human beings. He is
hold to parliamentary procedure.
hearing the Senator speak. The theater
unnerving to train all of his new people
very .11.!cky that he can choose from such
She accuses the legislature of tabling · was chosen over Crescent Hill for the
only to learn two weeks later that our
a lar.ge number of people to do such unimportant legislation. I advise lier to
following reasons! the overflowing turnjobs are in jeopa rdy because we do not
desirable jobs and pay them so little . We
study our constitution, for it forces t~
out was not anticipated because the
' have a meal plan with Saga and they do.
feel we give Saga much more than $1.60
legislature to table statutes and bills for
speech did not take place during free
Does Mr. Lyndes think that we work in
per hour's sweat and feel we deserve
one week.
hour; security is more e!ficiently main- ,
his hot, sweaty kitchen for · recreation?
more respect than we are receiving.
She says students should become
tained in a f Ontrolled 'indoor setting;
We wonder whether it ever occurs to
Again, we have integrity about our
aware of the parliamentary tactics used
sometimes it rains in the afternoon in
him tha t we work so we can eat and pay
jobs and yes, we have pdde in- our work.
by our student government. There was
Florida; _Crescent Hill is not• air- ,
for school. The people with meal plans
We hope we are not forced to take action
not one parliamentary tactic misused by
conditioned; there are no chairs on Cresdo not need_to work, they already know
that would be unpleasant · to John
the legislature that night .
cent Hill; the theater provided · better
where their next meal is coming from.
·Lyndes, Saga Food Service, cu~tomers
By the way, that was Miss Kossow'$
acoustical facilities for ·both the Senator
' We need to work !
·
and us.
first legislative meeting. When she said
and the question-a nd answer session fol. We wish Mr. Lyndes would ponder the
Please convey these thoughts to the
the legislature won't accomplish much,
lowing the speech.
.
possibility of most of his staff walking
proper authorities in hopes that ill will
she should have examine,d the three
Sen. McGove rn expects to return to
out during the middle of a busy period
can be· patched and 'both sides can be
bills, two- statutes, and five resolutions
USF ata later date and hopes that more
such as lunch or dinner. We are of a
happy. We do not feel we ask that much.
put through Thursday night.
adequate arrangements can be made
peaceful nature but when threatened, as
Thank you for your assistance.
Ken Richter
with the University which will enable the
he threatens us, we have nothing to loose
, SG Senator,
Sincerely.
Senator to reach more students.
and he has ~verything to loose; him as
Saga Workers
College of Business
Joe St. ·Jobot SPOL

rnam,,
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Student commentary: Freeze the war spending·
By TIMOTHY J. MALWRY

not-so-silent anti-war majority
can make their feelings
known.

U.C. Mall a series of workshops will be held, includ'ing
G.I., Black, .and Community
.
Outreach.
Here at USF, The Student
Mbbilization C o m mi t t e e . 2.
) From 2 :00-3:00 will be ,
(SMC) has organized a series an anti-war rally
that will not
of activities aimed at involv- be - the usual type
of rally
ing both the .university com- where the effect
is restricted
munity and the Tampa Bay to
the campus. At the end of
Area community. The fol- the
rally 25,000 leaflets will be
lowing is the list of scheduled handed out for 'distribution
in
events.
d o z e n s of pre-designated

Editor's Note: Mallory is a
member of· the Steering Com•
mittee of the Student Mobilization Committee.

Today in scores of cities
across the nation, tens of
thousand·s of Americans will
be participating in a National I
Moratoriuqi Day. The theme
of the Moratorium will be :
"Stop the War, No Business
As Usual." A .time when the

1.) This

morning

on

the

areas in Tampa in a call to

the Tampa community to join
us this evening at Crescent
Hill for Folk Music and a
Candlelight March.
3'.) From 3:00-6:00: The
leafleting in Ta mpa during
this period will iniate the start
of large scale community pa rticipation in the activities of
the anti-war movement. Help
us go beyond the campus!
4. ) From 7:00-10:00: Folk
Music with an anti-war theme
and anti-war raps by cornmu-

Faculty commentary

Another Disney World?
By S. A. ZTI.STRA

dwarfs (a proto-type) . (The what hei:etofore has been confollowing is .my translation of : sidered the original fairy
a manuscript that predates tale.) ·
·

Assistant Professor of HUmanities

Snow-white

and

the . seven

STUDEN.T SALESMAN
ORWOMAN
NEEDED!
Display Advertising Sales
·• Must Have Car ·
· • Must Be At Least A Sop_
homore

• Openings Now

·. Good Pay 10-20 HRS./WK.
Mileage Paid On All Drivi'ng For

U.S~F.
\

Apply in Person lAN 472

ORACLE ADVERTISING

·Rome.

.,Before,--C hrist."
After.F8~11il1i.

"There is no end, no beginning.
There is only the infinite passion of life.''

-FEµINI

An ALBERTO GRIMALDI Production

"FELLINI SATIWCO~,,
st;u nng

MARTI~ POTT ER• HIRAM KEll£R•MAX BORN • SAlVO RANOON'E•MACAU NOEl

ALAIN CUNY• LUOA SOSE • TANYA l OP[ RT • CORDON MITCHELL wi&h CAPUONf;

~~~;~,byFED£RICO FELUNl.ndBERNARDINO ZAPPONI

COLORbyDeLuxe• PANAVJSJON•

Umllldllrtml

LAST 2 DAYS \

1

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, THURSDAY/OCT. 14
7 & 9:30 p.m. LANGUAGE LIT AUD. $1.00
FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ·ARTS FllM ART SHIES

·

No. 541?SM-17J,

Self-Wincf, Instant Day-Date,

I

SEIKO'S
Bl-LINGUAL
WATCH:
THE INTERNATIONAL
TRAVELER.
Seiko has a watch for the
man 'Nho ·has an urge totravel. It's bi-lingual with an
instant day-instant date
change English/Spanish
calendar.- So when he gets
to-that place in the sun, his
watch carries on the mood.
Let him pick any one of
Seiko's great bi-lingual
watches. All have automatic
s~lf wind, water resistance

Bilingual English:spanish
Calendar, 229 Ft. Water Tested
Extern;,! Rotating Bezel,
Stainless Steel, Blue Dial,
l"sminous
Undl!rwaler,
Adjustable
8(acclct.
$75.00

•to as much as 229 feet, and
other fea!ures _custom tailored to.his desires,
They're produce? by automatio~ on a rn1~ro assembly line, by Seiko, the
world's largest manufacturer
of quality jeweled lever
watches. So · you pay only
for the timepiece, not the
time it took to make it.

SEIKO

TERRACE·JEWELRY INC;
9267 N. 56th ST.
TEMPLE TERRACE

Jewefrr & Gifts Temple Terrace Plaza

?XXX

Once upon a time, on a
far a way subtropical peninsula, there lived a fair maiden.
The lock of hair that swept
across her smooth brow was
so lovely that it alone could
have made her a princess at
Camelot, which was what she
hoped to be. (Some scholars
hold that the mention of
Camelot is an anachronism
which reveals the manuscript
as spurious.) Hawever, when
she .was ripe the time was
not: Camelot just then was
exiled to Notsob. But the
maiden was given a charming
cottage where she could bide
her time.

iquette books at one another.
(A small portion of the manuscript is missing here and it
seems reasonable that 1 fairy
tales ending. happily, it may
have read:) . This should not
lead the reader to lose sight
of the fact that Snow White
lived happily at Camelot for
four or eight years , after
wliich she found seven o_ther
dwarfs with whom she lived
in a brand new cottage.

nity activists will be presented on Crescent Hill.
5.) From 10:,00-11:00: A
Candlelight· March last year
drew in the participation of
over 5,000 USf students and
community people which· was
a powerful and dramatic expression of the deep sentiment
against the war.
On August 15, 1971, Nixon
announced a W a g e-P r i c e
Freeze. This action requires
an explanation. Prices are not
really frozen and there is no
way to 'enforce a Price freeze .
' Those prices that are actually
frozen are frozen at inflationary levels caused by the 200
billion dollars of war spending
since 1965.

There are some things, beside most prices, which are
also not frozen. Nixon's war
spending was not frozen. Melvin Laird's war budget was
raised $3 billion dollars to the
grand sum of $83 billion. Likewise profits from war industry were not frozen.
·
However, some things were
frozen. For instance, poverty.
The freeze makes · sure that
poor people will not get any
relief from their already
crushing poverty. Wages that
were frozen didn't pay for
basic needs (like food and
rent) and still don't. The
freeze makes sure that these
pay checks will not get any
larger, even though prices

DOCTORS DISCOVER N£W PILL FOR TREATMENT OF ACNE

This report_d_eals with a new form of, sulfur. Sulfu r. is proba bly the

saf~t. medicine ~nown to man. M. tiannon found part icles of

the1on1zed or activated :sulfur taken by mouth are so fine and
tiny_they can be absorbed rapidly from the intestine. Dr. Hannor>
feels theionized sulfur's effec tiveness occurs because it reacts
ff!Ora rapidly to influence all organs including lungs, circulation,
· k1d~ay.s and ·above all the _skin ••This reactiqn takes p lace because
the1on1zed sulfur not only 1s rapidly concentrated in the blood but

will surely increase.
Nixon's plan is nothing but
an attempt to make the American people, especially those
with fixed-income or Union
members , pay for the continuation of the war. The inflation that -we are living with •
at USF (190.00 per qtr. tuition, up from $75.00 a trimester in 1966) is caused by the
war. Inflation won't end unless the war does.
We in~end to utilize the -USF.

.,_ ,
campus and hundreds of campuses across the country' "t;! · :·
build a campaign against tbe
Wage-Price Freeze and the
war. The SMC in Detroit and
the Detroit AFL-CIO united in
a 7,000 p~rson demonstr~tion
against Nixon's presenclt in
the city on, Sept. 23, 1971.~0ur
answer to Nixon will be to invoke the entire campus community and thousands of new
people in the biggest anti-war
offensive ever.
' t,

UNIQUE FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY
Fiscal Enterprises {a company that manage\ ~.. ·".
fund raising projects-for clubs and orgar,iza: ., ;;
tions), is now interviewing for an aggressive,. ;~
Univ. of South Florida student over 21 -to "' ,-;
manage the Tampa Bay·Area. This is a posi~,r: ,".
tion that allows the right·person a clianceto•,- :~
make a very good income with only a small •
franchise fee that absolutely protects the,2 _.,
Tampa Bay Area.
,
'-~- :

'!his high (?l,"9<1 sulfide (eve! is carried to the s kin to produce hi gh
concentrations at the site where the acne begins. ihis is the .reason fuelonized sulfur is so effective in pustuar acne of the teenager. Or. L. D. Bulkley confirmed Dr. Hannon's find ings. He
treated slxty._ni~a acne patients witj, theionized sulfur analogue.
He found the,omzed sulfur analogue effective for acni, when used
• ala~ or' combined With other measures, The drug was most ef•
fect,_ve for teenage acne whether pustular or cystic.
AVAILABLE without a prescription ••• AKHE-!(APS only $U'

AVAILABLE AT aETTER DRUG COUNTERS

••• • ••• • • •

0

•

·-

For more information write or leave phone# · · .:
·. ' ' -

FISCAL ENTERPRISES INC.
1330 lake Knowles Circle
Winter Park, Fla. 32789 .
(C\'Ol"!'.:WlC!:t/

•

•
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When she entered the cot~
tage she found that it was occupied by seven slothful
d\Yarfs and
the darling girl,
who was v~ry tidy arid neat,
threw them out and searched
the land till she found seven
clean and ardent dwarfs·, to
take their places. She gave
them seven little chairs
around a little table. On the
table were seven little portfolios and seven little pens and
· seven little books of etiquett~
all · inscribed with t h e i r
narries: Sails, Hm~bad, Llverley, La.rk, Havelock, Dust.cas. tie, Sa.ffron, Poor, and Lessis.
. (That .makes nine: the manuscript gives us these w onderful names and for the sake .of
· _,scholarship .L,would not.,want
to- delete any. _Th~ suggestion
advanced by ~orne that _these
are contrived pseudonymns
seems unlikely because fairy:
tales are never crzytic. To
look for deeper meanings is
like finding in Moby Dick
-more than just a whale.)

so

In another· room were .seven
little beds and seven little
stools each with a little uniform. So you see that the
lovely maiden gave th.em
many wonderful things. The
d\\'.arfs played games around
the. table while she poured
them jmce from the fruit of
the sycophant tree. (For reasons of accuracy I leave the
name of the tree unaltered
though probably meant was
the sycamore tree.) And the
dwarfs called· her Snow-white
because she kept t he cottage
so spotless.
However, a terrible accident befell Snow White. The
orderliness in the cottage had
not deterred termites from
eating away at the walls and
the beams. One day, when the
dwarfs were out, the cottage
collapsed right on top of her.When the dwarfs came home
they found her buried in the
ruins. Weeping as they went,
they carried her to a clearing
in the woods.
But virtue goes not unrewarded. Camelot had been
brought out of exile and
moved to its rightful place, .
Notnihsa.w. The prince was
trc!,veling around the country
looking for girls for his ,
harem. When the prince rode
into the clearing where Snow
White lay attended by her
dwarfs, a sunbeam fell across
her lovely lock of hair. Moved
by her beauty, the prince bent
down and kissed her.
Immediately Snow White
· opened her eyes. (This last
sentence is a ·conjecture: the
manuscript is torn here.) More
cynical scholars contend that
"as if she had been waiting
for this" should be read instead of "immediately, " but
such a reading seems unlikely
in view of th·e character of the
girl. )' The dwarfs danced for
joy, but too soon, for when
Snow White rode off with the
prince she merely blew them
a kiss.
It was not long before the
beautiful uniforms of the
dwarfs became muddy and
their clean portfolios besmudged. Also, they got into
fights and threw their little et-

Before you look at' their new ones, look at their old ones.
Now that new car time is· upon ·us,
coun-try are doing a thriving business
gosh knows, we hate to be the ones
on automobiles · that seemingly iust.
to spoil all the fun.
.
yesterday were showroom stars.
After all, wha(s more exciting than
Which is why we suggest a trip to
tciking the family down to see the
the· jun'.:y.:rrd before yo1.1· deci~ e to
shiny new models or to hear the fast- , puta newcarinyourownyard.
talking salesmen?
Arid why we suggest that that new
It's just that during all th~t hoopla,
car be a Volkswagen.
you may not want to pick up one of
For while we can't promise you .
those exciting new cars.
how long one will last, we can tell
For the unpleasant fact of the matyou that over 13 million Vo lkswagens
ter is that junkyards throughout the
are still on the road.

And when one drops out, even
then it's not always destined ·to be
dropped in a pile. Fo'r old Vo lkswag·ens have a_ habit of becoming
other things: Like new dune hug gys.
All in all, We owe it all to a de cision
we made 24years ago: To spend very ·
little time making our little ~car look
better.'And a great deal of time making it work bette r.
So far, that one decision has kept
us out of a lot of trouble.

Birdsong Motors, Inc.
Tampa
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BiII of Rights

\

From 1-A

.

ship Fraternity. He could drink and bljll and party with the
best of them.
AND IT WAS through his social involvement that he was
first _dr awn into politics when student government was still
fraternity domain . Appointed as Chief Justice by Phi De~t
brother and SG president John Hogue in a not altogether sen•
ous move, he began reading up so he could at least give a
good showing and discovered that " people were getting
screwed."
In what transpired from that time forward, Beil Brown
progressed fr~m the guzzling leadership of the Greeks .t~ the
dope-smoking leadership of radical politics, later a~rtivel?'"
attempting to form an SDS chapter and to become -its president, followed by -an uproarious appointment as SG senator,
'
vast support--and rifts of slander.
" I _liked all the attention I got," he recalls. " It all goes
back to that American , individualist, self-assertive trip. And.
I'm not sure that's a good idea. For some ·people, perhaps,
that's what they need. I hope I don't need that anymore."
THAT LAMENTATION is by a man who was for a considerable time King Politica,l Freak on this camp~. ~is la~d"
mark, the Bill of Rights was, in casual conversation, mvar1ably referred to as "Brown's Bill," the most .formidable docu-

Rome..
Befor e Christ.After Fellini.

"There is no end, no beginning.
There is only the infinite passion of life."
-FELLINI

"He liked to draw analogies from nature," Brown laughs
a little. "He was a naturalist, I guess."
" I would threaten him a lot. He would threaten me a lot.
One of his favorites was that he hoped he could get hold of
my recommendation for· graduate school and he would make
sure I would never get in:

"I THINK AS ·time went on he had a ·harder time reconciling his views from his actions. He went from being a very
familiar and welcome member in the student community to a
man who was ridiculed. ·He could be pitiea in a lot of ways. I
won't have much pity for him. He caused me a lot of trou.
ble."
The· Bill came out of Student Affairs in yet another revised form , sent to the SG legislature where it was approved
quickly; and zipped off to the office of Pres. John S. Allen, a ,
ghostly, seldom-seen creature who occasionally glided across
campus, armed only 1vi.th a Mona Lisa smile and a satchel.
Brown had prepared the Bill with the help of· four attorneys, writing it "with_the Board of Regents Manual _in one

·(

.
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DO YOUR OWN THING ON ONE OF THESE NIGHTS

\

Yel•

~~~ir;;.os~: ~ ;~e:1i ~;~ paved street. $110 ~ii~:d~l}ye~~s~h~u~~a:e f~:rre ~e~ds\en~:
and have a grea1
- - - - - - - - - - - - music. Must be serious
desire to go places. If Interested, please
ca lf Lennv - 988~37.

FLOR IDA rs . AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. For further Information
el 5!.<vi ces, 'f.:AO 11, Ext.
i• conta,t . Pef
-ca-rv•ed~O-ny•x~1i1,~b~e•ay"!"."t
""e•t,-Ha•f!C!
c•h•e•ss•s
{i- ·
ful hues of gr.een, brown , or ange · and ~
black. Also bone and wood ·and In blll· .• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\

•

horn. Phone 876-.1213. • ·
Mini-refrigerat or. Only used 3 wks.
Brand.,-,new condition . Perfect for dorm,

S70.

15~ SERVICES OFFERED
---1---------

971 -~862.
s l'oring, med icine, etc.
Contemporary Walnut desk and chair. A-OK Typist with IBM Selectric · czirbon
ri bbon iJnd type changes. Thesis , letlers,
s10. 971 -1527.
jobsR u sh
stencils.
dissertations
.1
=
Glorlda
Proof rE!a:d. References.
~ne
TR .... ASU ~E HUNT ING - " G~t ~ on
of America's ,-faste st growing hobb1esf SM-l 969
-:-:-:--c-,---;--;;::-:--=-:-~- , - =
Me! al det ectors from S65 up. Detectron
Professional · typi st - ·1BM Selectric. Will
Di stri butors ?n-4607.
t ype term papers, resumes, theses, etc .
.( Herman Miller Chairs $60. Eames wood Call 971-6041. If no answer, 93J..4552.
and Sfeel contemporary design. 93 J-J6 9 ◄. Child c ar e in my home - Two minules
.J
from USF. Call 971-0596.

7. TV, RADIO! STEREO

NOW OPEN S_ATURDAY & SUNOAY

16._ Lost And Found

100 Walt 1.P.P. AM FM Recei ver and 8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Track P layer.. l ' X2' Base. Reflex speak- FOUND: Gold wedding band. Cla im
ers, Garrard Turntable. Good sounds . The oracle • LAN j 72C.
B~W TV's . 16" Portable 20" Console,
Both in very good condition . Phone

Runs
Molorscooter 200cc.
good. $125. 253-0456 or PM-251-354"'.
Volkswagen . 1969 Squareback. Excellent
condition. $1650 or best/offer. Call St. Petersburg - 546-1667.
66 Maroon Mustang _ Bl k. in terior 289 3
speed. $695. New inspection sticker ancl
tag. Call 837-3836 after 1PM.
1962 Chevy II . Very good transportalion
for only $150. Contact Farah at · 6109
·Marta or. M ar-jo "'Apts. Leave mtt_ssage
on door if not at home.
19681/2 Fiat 850 Spyder convertible, high
back seats, luggage rack, new top. Good
cond ition. $950. 988-,785.
1966 Sunbeam .. Tiger-Excellent condition.

LA

DOS

5 Lines $1° 0

RBAD'P

xow1 ·

(31 Spaces Ea.)

Ext. 2620

Town house units with two separate
levels, a group living area and your
own room for the private times .
...
• close to everything• all electric
kitchen • central heat & air' conditioning
' • • modern Barcelona style furnishings • w~II
· to wall shag carpeting • private entranceway
• two _pools • a modern recreation area
·

We

at MONROE HEA~A..FOODS wish to THANK .YOU~THE STUDENTS'ft'for our SUCCESSFUL OPENit,:
ING © . Let us be your NUTRITIONAL COUNSELORS' with _
a. choice of°: food supplementslll~&from THOMPSON, ·,.
SHIFFS, PLUS. MfERICAN DIETARY, RADIANCE, RICH-LIFE,
· NU-1:JfE~nd NUtRITiON ·SQUARil Enioy·our h,altn food spe:~~ cialtJ~'s'/ Milk ·S~akes· (31 '.grams._Jirotein) ( , Juice Bar,
fresh _-organic•-breads_0, fresh yogurt~ fresh goat
and cows ik ·)lff/ , Nuts~ grains,_seeds, fresh organic vegetablesr~ fresh fertile eggs.£ , The HOFFMAN
PRDTS~ and . a, full line of health related books.
.@ YA'LL Come See Us! 1

MONROE HEALTH FOODS

FRESHM EN AND SOPHOMORES -

Do

you knoW who your Academ ic Adviser is?
Plea se· see _the la ~t. page of this Or:acle
'
for further mformat,on.
This Is your LEVI store. We have denim
& cordur~vs in regu~ars & BELLS. Also
bo_ots, shirts & Western hats. Only 10
mm. from campus. Bermax Wester.fl
_
Wear • 8702 Nebraska Ave.
You've read the lies about Sociallsryi;
nov.,: r~ad the facts. Free literature. Write
Socialist Labor Party. Box 200 Brooklyn,
12_02_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•N•Y•l•
.

(us Sun1>

_NEOUS
21, •MISC[L(,A
.

.

.

Oracle Classifieds

AP~

.

· 11103 No. 56 - 4 Blks from Fowler, T.T.

Film . Classics trckets today.
'Fmest series ever. Students only $5. Ctr
cone-Desoto Hall Room 602.
1968 Corvette Aut~matic. Excellent condip Desk of Philosophy D~i,artment Lan 259.
Used portable typewriters f~om S19 1o
tion. $3400. Call Gil - 626-7843
$59. Underwood. Royal, Sm,th Corona.
Come in. See 1oday. American Tye eWriter
2512 E. Busch
Society of Friends (Quakers) Worship &
Discussion. 2-4:30 p.m. Sunday at Univ.

BTVDEMT

- ·...

: ,, 10400 N. FLA~,AVE.

. · ··

20. PERSONALS

Low mileage. Red, V-8 engine-New t i res
& convertible 1op. Contact Dave Castri- G~t your .

MANC HA

· . f;LORl·DA LANES
PH. 932-6161

~~-·

..:.,
-- - - - - - - - - - - -Student
To keep informed of Jewish
Un ion events - Call Abbey - 6280 or Steve ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
971-4655. We w i ll add vou to our mailing · .
list.

988-8208.

""t.amb r elta

.:;

at

Sacrifice - SI 35. U9-6981.

10. AUTOMOTIVE

2213 Fletcher Av~nue
. .

AT

Phone calls . . 19 years old acq!ptable.

FHA Ph 2321111

Dee; L~ ke ~n ~ ighway 41 and County Northside Cab Co. 728 E.Wa ters Line Rd. (L utz). 113 fl. 01) clear sa nd low ,Cab Co. 502 N. Oreg on

-~~-1------.----6 Misc FOR SALE '

Frank & Rita_s·

.... INTERFRATERNAL

9 P."1. Thun•. - -SWEETHEART-NITE-

Custod ialStorekeeper-$50.«,
,
co nditioned home . Immaculate. Fall and Ill -~
S3770, Cler k Typist .1 (50 pct ) . $1919,
V.:i nter Qtr. Phone 988-1371.
·Clerk 1 1-S37I 0, Cl et~,_ Typist I (Tep.) $3588. THE, UNIVE'kSITY OF SOUTH

-,

988-6204

7 P.M. Thun•.- USF STUDENTS AND
FACUlTY lEAGUE

=--:---=--·

AT

=

LEAGUE

STAFF VACANCIES
Male Students & Graduate Students. Over The f ollowi ng positions are to be f illed
19-Room fo r rent in privilte a ir- by non-students : . Personnel Techn ician

:ITALIAhl SlEAK
SANDWICHES

217 BULLARD PARKWA"Y:

9 P.M. Wed.

WANTED : TAXI DRIVERS
Sem i nole Hei ghts - Owne r leaving town.
Lovely modern 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, C-B, Unlimit ed earnings. We guarantee $86 per
built-In k itchen, Bar, A-C,. conv eniently- lo- week during first two-week training ·perl•
cated. $1100 down Including closing cos!. od. Knowledge of city streets helpful . No

•

"IN ITS AMENDED form, the Bill is weak, it is vague, it
'--is ambiguous, a:id it is tot!lllY unacceptaple."
. ·The legislatu_r:e unanimously ashcanned a year's work
that night and Ben-Brown sat down to a familiar job - re'
\\'.fiting the Bill of Rights.

-THINGS ARE HAPPENING

2. FOR RENT

'-OMPLEJ"E DINNERS

BUT THE BILL emerged from Allen 's office badly crippled and destroyed , in spirit, the president, having replaced
. the " shalls' ' and "wills" with "mays" and ";,houlds" and
having deleted entire passages.
The SG legislature was incensed and gave a standing
ovation to Sen. Steve Anderson (later presidel,lt) who poetically implored his colleagues to .crush the entire Bill and to
start all over.
· "R was a real Student Bill of Rights," he cried, "a
unique document in the history of this.institution, a significant
, step ~orward in ·the direction of student rights .•.

• Complete Optical Service
Phone
LYNN OPTICAL CO.

-Across From
Public library

14. HELP WANTED

I. REAL ESTATE

~

• Hundreds of Frames
• Sun Glasses
• Contact Lenses

· Miss WUSF, the first beauty
contest. sponsored at USF,
was selected last week despite Student Government legislation charging discrimina/
tion against the sexes: •
Shirley Ann Chennault was
selected from a field of 17
applicants to do promotional
work for WUSF radio and television.
The top 10 IgirJs selected willhave their photographs and
resumes sent to Sport Magazine where they will be considered for the Campus Queen
title.
In this fin.al contest, they
will compete with girls from
other universities and colleges.

-CLASSIFIED ,ADS

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING R~ES.
·
s· lines
( 31 characters/line - - c $1.00
Additional Line ______ .15
Repeated: 2-4 Issues _ .90*
More than 4 issues - i- . 75*
LAN : Phone 974-2620

IIDTJIICRD"

.

EYEGLASSES

Miss WUSF
is selected

An ALBERTO GRIMALDI Production

''FELLINI SA~C~ '~

.

hand·and the state 'statutes in the other." He labored over the
document's wo~ding, ·taking meticulous care of the placement
of the words "shall" and "will'.'., even going so far as to take
· attC1rneys along with him to "Student Affairs meetings for
'
, legal fortification.

leading lJis visitors to a table by a window in his office to
gaze thoughtfully out across campus apd offering to "bend
your ear for a moment."

'
· ment this campus has ever produced.
The USF Bill of Rights was conceived in September of
, 1967 and was assigned as the responsibility of Michael
1
"Woody" Woodward, then SG Secretary of Academic Affairs,
now adjunct professor of history. Woodward appointed a
five-man committee, including Brown, to draft a bill in accordance with the Florida State Student Government Handtiook. It was done, submitted to the SG legislature two
months later for approval as Article )IT[ in the SG Constitution and returned to committee. At that point, Brown, then
Chief Justice, was put in charge of re-working to arrive at
some agreement between the Administration and SG, a task
he never could quite seem to accomplish.
The first opposition came from Dr. Herbert J. Wunderlich, then Dean and Vice President for Student Affairs, who
would sit in on each SG meeting with a wide, thin-lipped grin.
Wunderlich charged the Bill contained " too much verbiage"
and took exception to a use of the term "double jeopardy,"
which was quickly changed to "double jurisdictj.on."
AND THUS, THE struggle ensued with -Wunderlich and
·Brown as diametrical opposites. Brown, according to Woodward, had "adapted the Bill more to the needs of students"
while the administration claimed students were protected by
the U.S. Bill of Rights and had no need for one of their own.
To Woodward. this was a ''horseshit delay t actic" - oneof
'
many to come.
"I mer.ely laid the rough groundwork," he adds. From
now on it was, in all respects, "Brown's Bill."
At ·the time, bills of student- rights were ·just beginning to
emerge across the nation, primarily through the.zany politics
of SDS. They were generally regarded as a practical appeal
to the jurisprudent heart of America with an "up against the
wall mothertrucker" twist.
SDS OUTLINED the student power grab mostly through
the policy ~riting of former SDS national vice-president Carl
-Davidson, whose essays on "student syndicalism" stressed
that obtainin"g ·\'student power" was merely a base from
which to work for bigger gains.
It all fit, of course - the Columbia student rebellion and
Cari David.son and Ben Brown and the Bill of Rights and
SDS, and it was looking as though freakout time was upon us.
Iµghts bill,s were rather rare at the time and adoption at USF
would have m_ade it the only major university in the South
'
·
which could stake the claim.
Ori Feb. 7, 1968," the SG legislature passed a revised_and
re-revised Bill with, oddly enough, one "nay." From there it
was sent to the Student Affairs Committee, wheFe it spent
three months ·of severe scrutiny, of hard feelings and of ten.
sion. The Wunderlich-Brown fued deepened.
. B!WWN CAME TO singularly despise Wunderlich, who·
was fond of storytelling in a slow, gra~dfatherly fashion , by

ieit 1

l\eSf ·

Fellowship Chapel . Everyone Welcome!
DACHSHUND puppies for safe - from
excellent pedigree - ·shots. Males 3

red<hestnut; one Cl)
black and tan S60 f i rm. 876-9413 alle
months-old, one

(1)

5PM.

'

NEBRASKA AT FOW~E.t 933-5121

NOW SHOWING!!
"It demonstrates that with complete freedom far
adults, one can achieve a ~nse of proportion about
. pornography and give it the place it merits in one's
.
life without prurience."
·

-Judith Crist, NtwYork M1g11int

AND THE PUBLIC DECIDES:
Smaller group$ or individuals
will be introduced to potential
roommates by the management.

j

l:l

,:,_ ~--'
,

'i- &i·OWWW·IW

PBll
AF~~H!lh"'' fll•

Q

l.J1~~g0

L~.! !~~A ~~!~
JUST OFF FLETCHER AVE. ON 42nd ST.

APARTMENTS

;r:-..:.,,i...

1---- ------ ------ ----

Co~lege Career
Deparhlent
11 :00 a.m. - Bible Study
9:30 a.m.

Spencer Memorial Baptist Church
Take 1-75 to Sligh, west to Florida Ave.

We're a bunch of sinners who have quit bluffing!
Sinners welcome.

/
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Motocross comes to Tampa
By NORM~ GOOGEL .
oracle Sports Editor

photo

by Steve

Sodikott

HE FLIES THROUGH -THE AIR . • .
.\vith -what appears to spectators to be the· "greatest of ease."
Actually, the air-borne rider is concentrating intensely on
~aking a smooth, non-calamitous return to earth.

l

Motocross jg -a form of motorcycle racing on a dirt course with such obstacles as
hills, sloping hair-pin turns, mud, and water
hazards.
·
An off-shoot of 1railbike racing, motocross, long popular in ·Europe, is one of the
fastest-rising sports in the U:S.
"IT RANKS SECOND only to soccer as a
physically demanding sport," said Tom
Shepherd, an American Studies major at
USF, who recently designed and built a new
motocross tra'h in Tampa.
" But only three years ago I didn't even
know how to change a spark plug," he said
paradoxically.
- The extent of his involvement in the
sp'ort can be analogized to those who _pioneered surfing on,_ Florida's East coast during the -Mid-1960's. Surfing literally became
their whole life; it gave them a new lifestyle. As testimony to the sport's ability to
capture the imagination, Shepherd alluded
t9 Bruce Brown's new flick, "On Any Sunday,'' featuring Steve McQueen, the tenth-ranked amateur in motocross in .t he U.S.
Brown established himself as a genius in

the film world with his surfing documentary, "The Endless Summer."
I
. SHEPHERD DISTINGUISHED motocross from skiing and surfing. " In the latter
sports you must wait for conditions to be
right, but in motocross you can 'go' anytime.
"Motocross is the only sport where no
matter how banged up you get, you can't
wait to get back on the cycle," he said.
"Riders endure an amazing amou11t of
pain. One fellow was known to have rfdden
with a shoulder separation - and this part
of the body is constantly pressured during a
-race," he said. -

But in motocross anybody. can possess the
best possible bike for $1,500, and will always be allowed to race. _
Sheph~rd, 28, once a sales representative for Carnation Co. ,- said he had a friend who
talked him into buying a trail bike. He·
never thought he'_d race, but after a while

photo by Steve Sodikoff

A CLOUD OF DUST •••

Continued on page 4-B

SHEPHERD .CITED another attraction
of the· sport. " In motocr.oss everyone rides all the races. There are no qua1ifying heats.
Each person rides three motos, or heats,
and the winner of the class is chosen from
the total points compiled in the three races .
The only thing keeping a rider from participating is a physical injury or a mechanical
1
malfunction in-the bike."
He contrasted motocross with alitoracing: "In auto-racing
person may invest $15,000 or more jn his machine, and
but the rider emerges, taming hi~ machine, guiding it through a typical tlp'n ·
then be disqualified after the first heats.
at Tampa's new ·X-way.
-

a

'

.'

-SEAN O'BRIEN .

COACH HOLCOMB
.•• team is ready '

. . . leading scorer

GAVIN TURNER
: . most improved

NGAA :tourney"· bert-h
· at stClke for ,booters
'

.

By JOSE QUEV ADO
or'1cl1 Sports Writer

USFers iog for the 'health' of it

Jogging club formed

to ·combat inactivity
By NORMAN GOOGEL ,
Oracle Sports Editor

Dr. Chuck Smith cif the Professional Phys. Ed. Dept. and
four USF students pooled
their concern for the ph ysical
inactivity of the average person - · they formed the Jogging Club.
',

CHORNEY, A STAUNCH student in guidance, and Joe
advocate of- jogging, beµeves ' Stephens, a junior Phys. Ed.
"th~ real beauty
jogging is major.
that it takes no skill - anyone
can run; our -s ociety is s~illoriented, but many people
have little skill."

When the undefeated ,Brahman soccer squad battles the
University of Miami here Saturday at 2 p.m., USF's postseason tournament .berth will
be at stake.
"If we lose to Miami or any
of these teams we would be
eliminated from the - tournament," said soccer coach Don
Holcomb.
,
DESPITE IT BEING early
in the season, Holcomb explained that a loss to any
team that is not nationally
ranked would virtually elimi. nate the Brahmans' chances
_to play in the tournamen~ for
the national title.
The Miami Hurricanes, despite not playing as tough ·a
schedule as USF, do have the·
potential to give the Brah-

mans a good fight, Holcomb
said.
Miami's .team is loaded with
experienced players, including
a freshman named Carl
Sweet, from Brazil, who has
been a surprise in the Hurricanes' four victories.
"WE'VE NEVER pla;yed a
good game against Miami,
here or there," Holcomb said.
"They always seem to 1 be
doing something better than
we always do against - them ,
but they lose to weaker oppo·nents. ''
>
·
· "Our vames . are getting
more exciting to watch with
the quick passing and running,'' he said. ''We're beginning to develop a more potential attack."
Holcomb points out that in
the 4-1 win over Rollins Saturday, the Brahmans' shooting

was "exceptim;ially strong"
with 29 attempts at Rollin's
goal. "Twenty--six of whir h
' were on t~rget - they were
really bombers,'' Holcomb
said.
USF'S STRONG defense
limited Rollins to only 11
shots at the Brahmans' goaL
"'We'b~ "gettihg our defense
_,a,dequately. _-. set. We've been
working 1,1n that all along.
We're also hoping to develop
more potential scorers instead
of one individual,'' Holcomb
said.
Holcomb added that thls
week's ,vorkotits in preparation for the Miami game have
.been "the very best we've had
in·-a ' long time, and the boys
are ready."
AS A RESULT of injuries to
, starters Rick 0 DeNike (knee)
and Mike Costello '_fear infec--

tion), Holcomb may be forced
· to shuffle the lineup. He may
shift Greg McElroy frqm left
halfback to centerback in
place of Costello and move
Tom Ratz to the left halfback
position.
Jn the victory over Rollins,
Dennis Sadler - scored two
goals in helping USF hand
Rollins its first defeat. Sean
O'Brien, the Brahmans' lead- ·
ing scorer with six goals and
Gavin Turner, described by
Holcomb as the most improved player, scored l,JSF's
other two goals.
The USF vs. Jacksonville ·
University game played yesterday afternoon here is not
covered in today's Oracle because , of press deadlines. Re-.
suits of that game will appear
in next week's paper.

of

Faculty-staff fitlle~s program ~stablished
· f Sh0-r·fs· I
S
.,, .,, .,,
Por
I

"In 1969 , 50 per .cent ·of all
A_USF faculty-staff fitness '
deat)1s were from heart dis- . program, organized about two
But when they preach -the ease • - a nd inactivity is· th e . weeks ago, has had a ''very
"jo-gging" gospel, t he y'r e
main.~ cause of heart disease.
_rewarding response."
armed with genuine informa- Jogging can add_years to your
tion abouj;tth~ emotional, psy- · · life," Churney said.
"We wal)t to offer people
opportunity
1q establish indivichological, and physiol~gical
The Jogging Club, thoughb'ehefits of jogging.
· based at USF, hopes to in- dual physical fitness provolve the· entire community-in grams," · said Dr. Chuck
EVERY SATURDAY morn- its program. "We hope to Smit)l, organiz~r of
the proing at 10 a.m. the Jogging form sub-divisions, clubs in
gram.
Club meets by the Phys. Ed. other parts of the county,"
Bldg. Amidst rapping• about Churney said.
Smith 1/sted- :these aims of
how jogging has changed
the
program:: to discuss nutri"We
want
to
create
an
attlieir lives and attempts by
mosphere
where
people
_
won't
tion,
to understahd the' merits
believers to save the .heathen
heavy-we-ights, the members - feel self-conscious a h o u t of different .e,xer~ise programs,
then set out in various dµ"ec- "trying to improve th e i r and to get people· involved
in
tions, depending on how far health. There's no jogging
·some
form ~f, ~ ercise.
style - you just jog the way
they wish to jog.
you feel."
The participants, who vary
"We hope people will pick
, /
tlieir own course, their own
"Once you get going ·you get widely in age, are encouraged
pace: We're not worried an attitude of
accomplish- to brjpg spouses and neighabout times - we want people
to lose their' inhibitions .about' ment," ,. Churney continued, bors, · Smith said.
jogging. Guys and girls can, "but no body is forced to do
T~e · group me·e ts Monday;
jog together," ·said Dr. Smith, anything."
one of the club's organizers.
·Tuesday, and Thursday in the
. Along with Churney and
Ken - Churney, veteran USF Smjth, other jogging advisors ·gymn·astics· room at the USF
cross country runner, is on include Frank Vito, graduate gymnasium.
hand to assist the joggers in student in Phys. Ed., Dave
choosing their individual pro- Castricone, former c r o s s
Those interested in entergrams.
country runner and graduate ing the program should con-

an

..1

tact Dr. Chuck Smith, ext.
2168.

,.

Phil Collins has filled the
new position of student assistant in USF's basketball
program.

.

.

I:Iead coach Williams said
Collins, a former marine and

,
.
'
•native of Waverly, Ohio, will he played basketball and footconduce pra:ctlce sessions dur- ball
ing any absence of assistant
.
'
His coaching background incoach Bob Shiver, and will aid
the Brahmans in scouting and eludes basketball and track at
Kingston High and a s
·"- ,ant
recruiting duties.
Collins graduated from Wav- coach in football at . , ey
erly High School in 1959 where ·High, bo th in Ohio.
~
Collins, 31, a bachelor,,i s a
Physical Education maj&;.
/ ,l

· Coswell wins again
but Ga. Tech nosed out the Brahman runners
27-28, handing them their first loss of the
.. season.
DePieza clocked a hot 20 :07, just two seconds slower than his fastest time from last
year. The seemingly unbeatable Brahmans
made believers out of Ga. Tech's second
and third place finishers, Andy Hudson and
Joel Majors, who are among the South's
best r._unners.

Photo by Ed Merkle

USF's Sailing . Club came
home with three trophies
from a regatta with . Univ. ·of ,
Fla. Saturday and Sunday. In
the Flying Junior' division ,
USF's Mark Fiford and Bob
Lindsay took second ~nd third
places; - respectively. , In the
·Sunfish division USF' s Rich
Riddle took second place. The
· next regatta is Oct. 30 and 31 ·
with , the Univ.- of Fla., this
time at Gain~sville.
•'

.,,

,,., ,,.,

Cage practice
begins Fridtjy_
'
USF's basketball team ,vill
begin practice _'tor its first
varsity season· Friday, act.
15, ·at 2 p.m., head coach Don
Williams announced,
. All full-time male studeitts
are eligible to tryout for ~e
team, .h~ said.
" The vars ity has openings
for about three or four walkons; while the freshman team
has about five or six openings.
Even
the scholarship players
•
L• .
will have to compete for th_e1r
positions," Williams said. '.
According to NCAA rt)les,
practice can not begin before
Oct. 15. The only team activities allowed before then · are
dispensing of equip m e'. n t,
physical exams, and pictJire
day, he said.
r~

. Try-outs for USF's Men's
"Until- now, the play!!rs
varsity tennis team began have been working out .. in' ,.
Monday, Oct, 11, and will con- - formally and individually, . We
tinue until Nov. 23. All inter- can only suggest programs ;
ested students should contact - clinics, formal instruction,
either Kevin Hedberg or Bill and films are not allowed,"
Joiner, ext. 6363.
Williams said.

VJ:
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Bob Hope, wo-rld-famous co- in which Hope is he1d as a humedian and humanitarian, manitarian and as a "diploperforms at the Bayfront Cen- mat of comedy whose credo is
ter Saturday, sponsored by the lifting of the human spir'
USF at St. Petersburg, and it. "
the BaY!ront Center.
His first honorary degree
Hope, well-known for his was awarded June 8, 1958,
Christmas journeys to enter- when the degree of Doctor of
tain overseas servicemen, Humane Letters was conbegan his career in vaude- ferred on him by Quincy Colville. He then moved into lege, Quincy, Ill. The latest
movies and .television.
came June 11, 1970 when the
His "Christmas Goodwill" University of Nevada also
tours started in 1945, and in awarded him that degree.
1968 . he received a special
He has also been named an
citation fr.om the Overseas
honora-ry alumnus of UCLA.
Press Club for his newspaper
· · Hope characteristically recolumns from Vietnam.
Bob Hope can rightfully be fers to the cap and gown he
called Dr. ffope, but he is the dons on these occasions as
first person to remind every- "my \liploma kimona and
one that this title is honorary. brain·.beanie."
'
His doctorate degrees - sixAt Brown University certeen of them to date - have emonies, . which marked the
been awarded by Colleges and 200th anniversary of the Ivy ·
Universities throughout the League Campus, his accepU.S. as symbols of the esteem tance speech included a gen-

for craftr .··PeOple

'I

! •

11s!''~ .·.;

~ -'J:-/1.it USF Craft Shop, in the
Jeas~ent of the University
f:;m~~/:" (.UC), offers a myriad
fP.f,, ~,;;ti vi ties for both the ardent do-it-yourself enthusiast
• a-nd - for the fumble-fingered
p ry-a'itything-once craftsman.
"' ~ves for using craft shop
:t fa~1ies i::ange fropl° the \Inc
coritt-Onable desire for crea~
~ tive expression through art to
· the uncon_trollable deslre to
·~ save a little money on -a belt,
·i ~andbag, candles or ceram-

S

➔;

f

1cs.

Ea€h Wednesday evening,
-6 :30 until 9 :30, a class is
11conducted_ in either candle~ making, tye-dye and • batik}
!; Christmas card constructing
f or macrame (weaving and
~ knotting yarn and string into
t decorative belts).
' The Craft Shop is ope!} Mon1 day through Friday from 1'. to
. 5:30 p.m. and from 6:30 ' to
9:30 p.m. Saturday hours are; 1 to 5:30 p.m.
~ from

tle jab at his favorite target
- long-time friend Bing Crosby.
'
"I just wish Crosby had
been here today," Hope
joshed, "because he would
nev~r believe it. 'Dr. Hope',
he'd probably say, 'is the first
honorary quack I've ever
seen!, "
Tickets to "The Bob Hope
Show" for USF students are
· $5.50, $6.50, and $7.50. They
are available at the Activities
Desk in Building B at the St.
Pete Campus, and at the Bayfront Center.

'His credo is the lifting of the
Human Spirit'

MONOGRAMS
Ne·edlepoint Yarn & Bags

t

.,:~.

KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS
Ph. 935-8168

1t--------.... -------------·- -7
~

'

USF-St. Pete hosts comedian

Outlet available
,"':1

Hope· visits Saturday

-

11615 Florida Ave,

:

.

at Fowler

!

A?'erican .. ICarppl;IS
,,~_Dairy· Queen ,1 Act1v1t1es
~ c
'

(UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT)

I
I.

EAT, DRINK AND ,
BE MERRY , .
AT THE GRE_AT, NEW

J

i
.

1
1

J

I

f .-~ 6a~ fs~~::o~ions

I
I

I
I
I

It

r
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I

I

Phone: 988-9758.
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'
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I

I
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$1. 39

~!!!'!!~-~ ~!!,:! !!!!!'"!!!:!.e!:..!!J>.:1 ~!J!. ...J
~
.

f
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appointments must be .made. ·

Oct. 16: Faculty Recital:
G~ry Wolf, piano; FAH 101,
8:~0 p,m. 'Free.
·

.

,,,.

Y'

Y'

19: ~ala Benefit PerJormace; Elinor Ross, ·soprano." McKay Auditorium, 8:30
p._m. dAdmission charge. re.servr seats.
Y'

,,,.

'

,,,.

,,,.

·i::

. SHAKEY'S PIZZA.PARLOR

',' 8114 N. Fla. Ave., ,

1. Sirloin Strip •..•._•.........• 1.99.
2. Rib-eye ••••••••••••••••• ~ ,1.59 .
3. T~Bone ••••• : •••••• ·••• _••

~--:.2·.99

.

- 9 p.m.- ·

J

-~~-:-LAS.T.2..DAYSl ~ .~;
•

....

-

.

~-

•

"

OCT.13&14

I

I·
.I
•I
I
.I
I

-~

-. CALL. 974"!02679,.

RM. 472, LANG./LIT.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m•.

I

Things Start.To Move For You ...

10009 N. FLORIDA AVE., TAMPA

i'

Come as you are! No Tipping

Tryouts for "Rasputin," an
original adaptation of Raspu•
in's life by D~. R. J. Schneider, will be Sunday and Monday
nights from 7 :30 to 10. The
production , sponsored by the
Department of Speech, will .be
Nov. 19-20. Tryouts Sunday are
in LAN 478, and Monday, in
LAN 121., ·

r•atb-OlLO· RESTAURA.·__ NT
1

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

AND ' .. .
~ LOUNGE

NOON BUFF:i:.TS
$1.75 Monday - Friday, $2.2S on Sunday
IN VALHALLA RESTAURANT _
FOR INTIMATE DINING

ODIN'S -· D.EN
.\'-.r-...-""'-Ji""m""T•h.-eu._.•• 1 , ~

EAST

I
1-4 & 50th St. (U.S. 41)

TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

•1),w
TOTIIE
.

·'

lrlll

No.
DATE ______,_ _ _ 19_ _

63-259
631

.

URllf.ROP - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - /

, ___ DOLLARS .

fo~ 'Rasputin' _

Telephone 932-3401

'' - - - '

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK

Tryouts set

l O CENTS EXT~A

I

°'f-

a.m.

Mon. - Thurs~ 8:30'

I_

1

Oct. 18: " The Fly," UC
Science Fiction Theatre; LAN
-103, 9 p.m.
,
PLANETARIUM
Oct.-Nov. :--"Th~ Structure of
Stars." No admission charge, ·
· but · reservations , must be
made in advance by calling
·-2580.

8-oz. Chopped Sirloin .. ~ .... ,. 1.39
Bonanza Burger Deluxe ..... ~ . 79.c,
6-oz, Boneless Sirloin Butt .... 1.69Fried Chicken . ••............ 1.39
Fried Shrimp Platter . . . . . . . . 1.59
Fish Platter ............... 1.59

~

---

.,, "-ro.2s3

Y'

Oct. 15-17: "Bra,nd X" sponsored by Film Art Series;
ENA 6:45, .8,30, 10:-30 p.m. Ad. mission ·charge, no reserved
seats.

PRICES

.

"CAll~898-7411

.

HAMBURGER

,,I
,.

I

ID.

.

TAKE OUT -

FRI., OCT.15 ,

TAMPA CAMPUS -

I

Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

,':"

, at

I

DESK, B(clg. a· _ .

Oct. 5-30 USF trt Bank ;
Tampa Bay-' Art Center, North
Blvd., Tampa.
,:_;
' -· f._ ....FILMS
'
. -/
. .
.
: ·. ·;,. oct. ,15:17; "Maroon~d" UC
Movie; LAN 103, 7 :3o- and 10
p,m. Admissio11 50 cents with-

STEAK

BAY CAMPUS

STUDENT AmYITIES .

Y'

Oct. .22: Faculty Recital:
Edward Preoder violiri, ·F AH
1011, 8:30 p,m. Free,
.
EXHIBITIONS
Sept. . 20-Oct. 20: Frank
Rampolla .Memorial Exhib'it ion ;- Library, Theatre, and
'r:~aching Galleri~_s. Paintings,
prints, drawings, bronzes.

,,i

Time is running
out to have your
yearbook portrai, ,
taken.

O<::t. 16: "The Bob Hope
Show" - Bayfront Center, 8:30
, 11-m. Sponsored by USF, St.
Pete. Tickets $7 .50, $6.50 and
$5.'50 at t~e Activities Desk in

I.: ··oc{

I

HAVE A FREE SUNDAE WITH THIS COUPON

4.
5.
f
f 6.
:, 7.
ii 8.
9.

-SENIORS!

p.m., Argos Lounge.

. V -·

C~MEI;
AND
,

all the pizza,
chicken and salad
yql,I _
cart eat for

- 1 · B:~~E!'.ES ~nd RECITA~ .

10830 N. 56th Street.

I

EVENTS
Oct. 15_: Jethro Tull Concert; Bayfr:_qIJ.t.-Center, 8 p.m.

I, ' cer:t wJth Jose Feliciano. 8:30 ·
,II i' p.rn. CtirtisHixon.
,,,. .,,,. ,,,.
Oct. 16: UC . Band Dance
I with . "Southern Comfort" 9

,..,..._

l

SBAKEY'SUNCH·DF·LVNCH

PHONE 621-2082

All Ladies Drinks ........... ·soc
Cocktail hour 4:30 'Til 7 P.M. Monday - Friday

.

\

When You Switch To The Bank
·Where The Action Is I
THE BANK WITH THE PhD (1£Jro~d and. [li]appy flilepositors)

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK
FONl.ER AVE. at 30th St.• P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA. 33612•Phone 813/971-5700

MEMBER f:Dic:
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~ta.rry-eyed gaze rs _,increase
By VALERIE WICKSTROM .
Oracle Slaff Writer

The other night I was taking

· All right'. You may not believe this, but they said it was
the USF planetarium.

IrJY customary evening walk

about campus when I accident- . . LIKE A LOT of other peo•
with the exception of Asly stumbled on to what I ple,
tronomy majors, I had the im·
thought was a pair of local pression that one went to the
lQvebirds.
·
·
planetarium only if he was in
· I hadn't seen them laying eighth grade or dating an as·
there in the grass and was 1:rologist.
And once . again, I
·blushirigly mumbling my .apol•
was
wrong.
ogies to the couple when · the
The planetarium presents
young lady asked if I would
. new programs every two
like to join them.
NOW WE Zephyrhillsans
aren't exactly square, but
conventionally we just don't
go for group encounters or
anything else when three is a
crowd, so I was summoning
"Fellini-Satyricon," Florida
an µidign.ant .l!Jok, when th e(;e , C~nter for fhe Arts' second
kids burst out laughing! ·
It seems like I hadn't run film in the Film Art Series,
into any ordinary star-gazers. contin~es to~ght and tomorIn (act, these two said they -. r~w . ~Ig~t
~e. Language
were serious. : .. . . . ·
_L1tera~re Auditorium (LAN
No, I don't.mean engaged. · _103) .
·
They were serious about star·
The . film , the first in four
g¥ffig. .
..
- -years-from -the- Italian Direc·
.SO ·I STAYED and listened tor · Federico Fellini, started
while they · told· me about its four-day ,engagement Monsome of the constellations day; .. ··
•they ·were trying to pin-point. , Tickets for the · remaining_
' An.d the more I' heard, the shows at 7 and 9,:30 p:m. are
Il/-"Qre I . decided this might not $1, and are av~ill!-ble •in thebe such a bad way to spend Theatre Box Office from 1 :15
ah evening.
to 4:30 p.m., and a half hour
' "Where'd you get started on · before eac~ . showing in LAN
this?" I asked.
103.

Fellini film
cont·•nue·s ton"1te

m

months to between five and
IO-thousand people e a c h
month. If you go during Octo-·
ber or November, you'll see a
program called "The Structure of Stars."

appeal for both laymj!n and
graduate students.
1
Not only does Carr discuss
star inake-up and light prop·
erties, but he shows the aud1ence several ways to find the
It . Is f~sc~ating. to see the north star, Polaris, the posipla?etarmm m action and as• tions of various constellations
soc1at~ curator, J. A. Carr and planets, and · the charac, _n_a_rr_a_ti_ng-'--a_d_is_pl_a_y_th_at_h_as-'-._t_er_is_t1_·c_s_o_f_T_a_m_p_a_
's_s_k.,..y_d_ur...,...•

'Marooned' this weekend

The Oracle Activities Editor-

. Even at their free demon•
· stration last Thursday, The
Dance Theatre of Harlem got
a standing ovation. And when
they performed their ballet
Friday and Saturday nights,
they stunned the audience and
got a tr.emendous -reception.
1n the four _.short . ballets
they performed, they dis·
played · i~~n.s~ .. ~diyi~!)~I'
talent; but incipient group
style. Obviously, though, the
audience was naive to farms
and styles of ballet. Much of
the . evening was filled with
sloppy dancing - and received with such gusto that
one woulfi"thfnk"-the ·audience .

'

.

'

This Program Co u n c i 1
Weekend Movie stars Gregory

what he feels, and by working
from experiences and feelings
Jose Feliciano offers his tal• he has. He is able to sit down
ents in USF's Soundsations with ; people, and instead of
Concert this Friday at Curtis talking to explain his feeling,s,
Hixon Hall.
··
he can sing them, and everyFeliciano is famous for his one understands.
unique'·interpretations of other
. Almost ,all .of Feliciano's reartists' songs, and also· for his: ·1eases have been successful,
originai s~ngs,' : such a -~- &lthougl1 not always instantly,
''Rain.''
The' one .. rendition that caused
He says -he. can _only sing the most talk was "The ·Star
The oracle A<tivilies Editor

1
•

Spangled · Banner," sung at
the World Series in 1968. '

'•

The concert is at 8 :30 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Curtis Hixon Box Office,
for $4.50, $5.00 and $5.50. Mail
orders are- being accepted.
USF student tickets are •on
sale at the UC Information
Desk and are $2.50, $3."00 and
$.3.50. with ID.
. ..

-

PANTS ANYTIME ! !

at

9907 N. DALE MABRY
Ph.·935-9859

Between:

, 11-10 Mon.-Fri.

Offers to all USF Students

,9-8 Sat•.

12-7 Sun;·

$JOO
1

ORACLE .OFFICE ·
Lang 472
Ext~ 2620 -

r

,:_~II parts and labor

G.REAT -PANTS .FACTORY
·930 Fowler Ave.

907 EAST 129th AVE.

· Next to R.R.

Tracks.

with USF I.D.

Tune-Ups • _br,ke work' • minor repairs
or any other labor and parts!!
also

FREE

lube Job With Oil Chan'ge & Filter
(at 1Oo/c, off)
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Miss Steve~son displayed
thrilling artistry on pointe in
her pas de duex in the "Fete
Noire" with her partner,
Lazar' Dano. Both are superb
dancers, and · together were
the outstanding point of the
. evening,
'

--.., .
'<

-

,,.

:...

J•
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show~ ITl~ch Work # _
By LISA SMITH

Roland Robaldo, the S(_lle
music major and only pracWhat does one say about a ticed electronic composer,
sbow·that literally was not ex• provided the third recording,
pected? Tliat it met one's ex- 1 "No, I Don't." L;umching
pectations? ·Actually, ,not one with a jolt like a rip up ·the
:member of the overwhelming- spinal cord, Robaldo weaved
)y large ·audience at last' · his spell-bound I i s t e n e .r s
week's ·Experimental Theatre throu0 h. fits of rage, emotion•
production seemed to know al upiuts and spiritual down•
•just what awaited him, until, thrusts. ·
.at about 2:59 p.m. , in swung
"Qliver's Piece,'' by Jin;i
rather wild-eyed Hilton-Jones, Oliver, was charactet:ized by
• ,attended by a small coterie· of long speaker-to-speaker ram- .
,electricians and music stu- blings. "I thjnk ifs i.Iµportant
:·.cfents~
to say as little as possible,"
~!- -'I:tie production, which may
said Oliver when asked to
-be better labeled an audfal comment on .the presentation,
·
·,symposium, consisted _of five "so that the listener can bring
:,ta_pes,. engineered at the Ex- something of his own .to the
thing."
.
. ,tended-Resources Composition
The last work, ailq the ·only
,Studio- by Jories' students,
·
quadro-phonic recording,.·was
()ply one ·of the composers is Steve Jay's "I Can't Even
'a m4sic composition major, Read. " Jay's creation seemed
and all re. cord1·ngs but his
to be more highly polished
·were first attempts.
than the others, moving ·skill:·: "Fantasia for Synthesis and fully frorf1. profound mass
Warehouse;" the- first' stereo- monQtones to a paradoxical
·phonic experience, was c·reat• ·chiming of bells.
·ed by William Dudley. The
Characteristic ·of all the
only one of the five compos- works seemed to be an unruly '
sers to use ·actual voice
unnecessary· length to the
prints; Dudley added a di- lowef·scale tones and a ten•
·mensional texture to his piece- dency to prolong where such
through augmented tracks of action \vas superfluous. Many
mund;me noises such as the of the-pieces d\velt on caden.shuffljng of feet. ,
ces which' flowed in circular
Second on the agenda was patterns or reliounded ' fi:om
·an untitled work by Dan Bai- wall ·· to wall. when channel
· ley, a' 'ci~ematography-art stu- conflicts may have been more
.dent. Beginning his segment desirable.
.
'
with a classical piano rendiOn the whole, the surprise
.-tion and then distorting it into se~ion. was one ,not to have
.wa.lJ-shajdng rumblings, Bai- been missed and not to be forley· built . a turmoil of atmo-, gotten. Further Exper~ental
•spheres through thematic vari- Theatre .- productions will be
-ations.
announced.
special To The oracle

1·
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Jewelry
Wide Assortment of 'Leather -: Beads - Wood

Leather neckbands •••••••••.•••
,
I95c-1.89
Headb.ands - • ••••••••••••• •••• ~ ••• 1.89
:Leather and Wood necklaces ••••••••• 1.50

· Gold Wire Earrings ••• ~ •• ·•• ,•••••, • ~ • 1,89 ·
· leather Wrist bands ~ ••••••••••••• : 1.69
Bead necklaces •••••••••• : -~.••••••• 95c .
. Bamboo hair barrettes .. ~ • •:~••.••••• .• 95c
. . lftdian
beads •.•••••• • •· .-.\ • • • • • • • • 1.00
...

U~f Bookstore & Cainpus Shop

i

CcirrollWood•·· .
Gulf

GET INTO OU·R.

BODY SHOP

t(31 Spaces Each)

r

·:
;
;:
:
·.
:
.:
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5 Lines _ .
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By HEATHER SlllELDS

,

LUTZ PAI.NT

had just witnessed Anna
Pavlova in·"Swan Lake." .
Lydia Abarca and Llanchie
Stevenson highlighted the per·
formances
\vitli · excellent
pointe that comes only , from
endless practice. Miss Abarca
demonstrated grace in every
performance. The standing•
room-only crowd roared ap. prb_yal of her pas de deux
witlj Derek Williams.
.

.
-~E-le·ctro11ir"m-u·s1c·
'

;::

ing the fall months.
You don't have to b~a USF
student to visit the planetarium; free programs are pre·
sented to the general public
and students every Sunday,
but because cf · the planetari:
urn's limited !"eating, reserved
seats are required for
, all programs.

"Marooned,'' · a science- Peck, Richard Crenna, -David
fiction film produce.d on loea- • Janssen and James Francistion -at the Kennedy Space cus. Admission is '50 cents
Center ·and throughout · Flori• with student ID.
da, will be shown Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 7:30 and
10-p.rn. ·in Language • Literature 103."
,, ·

Call .for Further Information

By HEATHER SHIELDS_

Jose performs Friday···

I.

)

That's the difference between
Lemo·n Up and products with
Just a·little ,lemon fragrance ·
qr extract. That's why Lemon
Up Shampoo mak~s hair shiny clean. ·That's why ;L.emorl Up
Facfal Cleanser is far better than··soap. And thae~ why Lemon Up.
Anti-Blernish··Lotion with hexachloro_phene is your best defense .
against oil-troubled ·sk·in.

-
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Stu.dent nurse handles
Students' health problems
,,

: ~-; ·;· Bi JOSE

QUEVADO

might want answers to," Miss
McCauly said. If I don't know
the answer I will find out for
them."
Miss MtCauly is attending
hall -meetings in an effort to
'inform students of her services. At the p~esent time she
doesn't have office facilities,
but the }lealth Center is
searching for a location within the dorms where students
could easily contact her.
Plans are now being made
for setting up question boxes
in the dorms where students
can drop questions they want
answered. The q u e s t i o n s
would' not have lo be_ signed, '

a registered ·nurse, is working
with students -in the donnitories through small rap sessions.

Oracle Staff Writer

-: Students with heaith prob; 'iems and questions can now
;turn to another student for an-~\~eFs and advice.
"I'LL TRY to help students
Th~ student, Pat McCauly, . with any health proqlems they

'f:

•

•

e

:World·Affairs
· sets discussion .

e e •

e e e e_ e e

•

•

e •

•

e e

e e •

The World Affairs Council
will be sponsoring a discus. sion about the Palistinian Refugees on Oct. 13, at 2 p.m. in
' University Center 158.
Other iJ)ertipent issues relati ed to- the · Middle East will
- \ also be discussed at the meeting. Guest speakers ,viii be
Dr. A. Hechiche and Dr. J.
Jreisat, both are experts in
the field.
· Hechiche wrote his doctoral
·. -'rlissl rt11tiorl a,hout the Palestiniail 'question, - while - Jreisat
has_ extensive academic and
. personal knowledge of the

••• •
e e

•

e

IF YOU .IND IT.
LETUS ·KNOW
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE THE ORACLE CLASSIFIED
SECTION WILL OFFER FREE AD SPACE, FOR THE
RETURN OF ARTICLES FOUND ON CAMPUS. PLEASE NOTIEY THE ORACLE CLASSIFIED AD .
DEPT. LAN-472 OR PHONE 974-2560

C

area.

An opportunity will be. pro-

unless a student 'wanted to,
and would be answered at informal rap sessions.
lllSS McCAULY, along with
Dr. Larry Stevens of the
Health Center, will conduct
the rap sessions.
. "I like working with stu•
dents; people that are mY,
own peer group. I have empathy for some of their prob•
lems because many of their
problems I had to co~ with
in nursing school," she said.
AFTER THREE years
a
r e g-i s t e r e d nurse, Miss
McCauly decided to return to
college to major in Mass
.Communications because she
says she would like to help inform the public about their
health.
"There has been ·a stigma
that only doctors and nurses
know about health," she said.
"I feel people are educated
enough to know the causes
and effects of diseases. I ·hope
to write articles in the field of
preventive medicine for the
average American family."
Dr. Robert Egolf, director
of the Health Center, ex•
plained that Miss McCauly's
job is mainly to answer stude!.lt questions concerning
health and the policies of the
Health Center,
"WE'RE NOT trying to set
up a first aid -clinic in the
dorms but in case of an emergency she (Miss - McCauly)
can h~lp," Dr. Egolf said.

as

Motocross

. vided after _ the presentation
Continued from page 1-B
, for·:the audience _to ask ques. ' tioJJs about the discussion.
he said he was coaxed into
,' All ·interested l faculty and · "scrambling," a less- rigorous
-sttj_9ents ";r!! invited to come. form of motocross. From there,
-• .I ....
the challenge of motocross was
irresistible, he said.
THE NEW Tampa track, lo•
cated in the Land O' Lakes
area, is a "club effort," Shep-3825 S Dale Mabry
herd said. The 40 · members of
2304 E. BUSCH .BLVD.
the Trail Blazers Cycle Club
participate in races, and help to
promote and ,run the track, he
said.
- ''The ~problem with many of
" DINNER INCLUDES:
the tracks whicli 'have sprung
Steoming balcecl potato ar frenc:n fries; fresh, crisp tossed salad with
up in Florida recently is that
Black Angus dressing, orcale slaw,or apple sauce; delicious hot garlic
the owners have been more infrench bread.
terested in making mo_ney than
in racing; many of them have
never raced themselves. The re·OPEN FROM-11 A.M. ·
sult is the building of unsafe
and poorly-kept tracks," Shepherd said.
*Fish* Shrimp-* Chicken Dinner •••••.•••• From
"Ou
k
· d
r t ~ac . Was COnce1ve
when a friend who owned acre* U.S.D.A. CHOICE LUNCHEON STEAK served with
age donated the use of his land.
Crisp Garlic Bread, Creamy Cole·Slaw & Delicious
I laid out the course on paper
Home Fried Potatoes Served 11. A.M.-3 P.M . •• • ••
. . th
d we b m.1t 1t
an
m ree weeks,
(Except Sunday)
working after school and weekBar.hound lounge
ends. Then we got a mailing list
Biggest Drinks in.Town •••••••••••• •-• ••••
of riders and sent fliers to
Also Draft Beer_ ·
·
them," Shepherd-related.
·
THE COURSE has already
held two successful races. and a
third one is scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 24, ·1te said.
There are five classes of competition : 0-100 cc; 101•125· cc;
126-175 cc; 176-250 cc; and 251
cc and up. Riders' practice .begins at 11:30 a.m. , while · the
first race begins at 1 p .m. The
only thing you need to enter is
a bike, Shepherd said.
The best way to get tp the
track is ·a:s follows: _go north on
I-75, getting off at the St. Leo-Dade City exit (state road 52);
turn left (West) five miles to
583; then go left again for 3:5
miles.
For more information about
the track, contact Tom Shepherd, 971-1982.

1-------- --------- --~----:" _

SLACX AB!eus

12-0z. Boneles_s N.·Ye Strip • . • • • •

, - :'·SPECIAL
:,· LUNCHEON
~

.

: .- MENU FROM
-:•. 11:00 A.M. -

$2 99

$].79

*
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Picasso grant refused
By JOE GO)DRY
Oracle Slaff Writer

The Student Finance Com•
mittee has reversed its approval of a $10,000 grant to
the - Florida Center for the
Arts because the Center never
applied for a federal grant
upon which the approval was
contingent.
·
The funds were to . have
been used for buying art•
works.
MIKE ROSE, secretary of
finance and .chairman of the
student , Finance Committee,
said the Finance Committee
was not notified that the .center bad not applied for the
federal grant until almost two
months after the Center knew
it would not receive the grant.
The request for the $10,000
was made_ to ,the Student Finance Committee by James
Camp, director of the Florida
Center for the· Arts, in • November, 1970.
In the request Camp said
the National Foundation for
the Arts was offering: $10,000
to institutions which would
match the grants and purchase works by· living American artists. He wrote that the
Center would have a good
chance of being selected for a
grant.
On July 1, 1971 the Student
Finance Committee approved
the request on the grounds
that the ~nter receive the
federal grant.
THE NATIONAL Foundation for the Arts, on which ·
Camp had beeri named a
panel member since his request, met at the end of July,
1971 but Camp made no request for a grant.
Rose said Camp did not notify him of the Center's failure to ·request the fede'ral
agency for a grant until Sept.
21 when Camp told Rose he
had not been able to receive
the grant, but said a major
publisher of artwork was
going out of business and the
Center could buy almost as
much artwork as if it had re-

The most
Meaningful Semester
you'll ever spend, .•
could be the o_n e· on
World CamP.us Afloat
s,mn, Feb. 1972 to Africa and the .Orient
Thro:;h a tran,ler format. ;,,.;. than 5,000.
,tudents from 450 campuses have part icipated
for a semester in this un ique program in inter•
national education.
. WCA will broaden )'our horizons, literally and
figurat ively •.. and i ive you a beller chance lo
mak e ii-meaningfully-in this changing world.
You'll ,tudy , 1 ,., with an experienced cosmopolilan fa cu lty, and thin during port , tops
you 'll ,tudy the world itself. You'll di,cover that
no mAtter how foreign and far-away, you have a
lot in commo n with people of oth,r lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think:
we've done our best to br ing it within reach of ,
most coll•&• students. Write foday for free
d'etails.
. · TEACHERS: s_u.,mer travel '(litfl cndit for tm b•
ers and ad m1n1strators.

l!.'!~i'l'If
. .
Wrltelod1yto:
Chapman c,11,,e. ·
lox CC2&, Oranie, California 926&6

ceived a matching grant.
Rose also said Camp did not
inform the committee that
the Center made a sitnilal' request for a grant to the same
federal agency the year before -and had been rejected.

ROSE SAID THE $10,000
would be reverted back to the
budget reserves since the
Center had failed to fulfill the
requirements of the Committee's approval.
Camp defended his actions
saying his one mistake was
not being more prompt in _i;iotifying the Committee of the
Center's failure to get the
grant.
He said as a panel member

on the National Foundation
for the Arts to which the application had to be made, it
became apparent that the
Center would not be given a
grant so he did not apply for ·
one.
CAMP SAID he would have
notified the Finance Commit-

tee ·sooner' but "it was i1- _
frenzied time."
He explained the financing
of the Picasso sculpture was
still in doubt at the time and
he thought be might have to
ask the Finance Committee to
allow the $10,000 grant to be
used for it.

--------------------! .1raternit!' · t
Barber Shop l!,ouit · l
I
UNIVERSITY .PLAZA

Pick the winners of the.following games and call the
score of the tie breaker. Submit to the Fraternity
House by Friday.

ADELPHI

Tutoring School
Offers: private tutoring
in all subjects ·a t
call levels. LANGUAGES TOOt
501 S. Dale Mabry

Alabama ••••••• • ••••• ·• vs Tflnnessee ••••••••••••• I

Ph. 879-2581 & 879•3521

Ta.mpa ••••••• • ••••• ,:••• YI Drake ••••••••••••••••••• •

!e!,ftt
Tutoring School
Offers: G.I.E. Preparation
20 hours of instruction

$100.00 tuition; Boo)ls extra

501 S. Dale Mabry

Army •••••••••••••••••• vs
Stanford ••• •• •••••••••• ·vs
LSU • •• ., ••••••••••••••• vs
Purdue •••••••••••••••• vs
Perin State ••••••••••••• vs

,
I
I
I

.

Air Force •••
So. California •••••• • ••••••
1
• • • • • • • •• • • • • • •

Kentucky • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

TIE BREAKER

Florida •• ,' •••••••••• , •• vs Fla. State •• .• •••••••• , •••••

Name • .... . ; . .. . •... .•.. ; .... .. ,.... _.. ·..........•

Address .... -. ... . ... ..., . . Phone ... .. . , .... , . . . . .
. I

FILM CLASSICS LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Presents the Worlcl's 1inest Films
In an Unparallelecl Series Duri.n 9 1971•72

October

13 Fellini•Salyricon (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••••••••••• ••••• (Ital)

October

20 Oh! What a lovely War (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••••••••••• (Br}

October

27 Closely Watched Trains (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••••••••••• (Cz}

January

_12 Passion of Anna (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••••••••••• ~ •••• (Sw)

January

26 Tearema (8 P.M.) ••••••••••••,•••••••••.• •• e • • • (Ital)

February

9 The Hovr of the furnaces (8 PJL) •••••·•••••••• e e (Arg)

March
April
3 Crmy Quilt (8 P.M.) •••••••••• e.• e • ••••••••• e e • (Am).

lan-lit Auditorium• LAN 103
Public $7.00
faculty & Staff $6.00
Students $5.00

Memllenhi.. .,

Slltwiplioli

PURCHASE TICKETS AT UNIVERSITY CENTER DESK .
OR CONTACT DR. GOULD Ext. 2454, LAN 259

'

USF UNIVERSITY-PROGR·AM COUNCIL PRESENTS

clBIE FE-bEC:IANB
clBIE FEbEl:IANB
clBIE FEbEC2IANB
clEJIE .FEbEC:IANEJ
clBIE FEbEEI-ANB

FACTORY
RECONDITIONED
ELECTRIC ·
TYPEWRITERS

.-~-E IS FEbEEIANE -cl-BIE FEbEEIANB
tlEJIE·-FEbEEIANB .
clBIE FEbEl:IANB
cJBIE.FEbEl:IANB
dBIE FEbEEIANEI

:•-Cr_ -~
\

IBM is the standard for the
typewriter i_ndustry. The Model

C is beautifully designed, engi•
neered for

ease and

comfort 111

use, manufactured tor precision
and long wear.
Come see it ••• try it at:

OCTOBER 15,1971,8:30
CURTIS HIXON HALL
STUDENTS $2.50, $3.00,$3e50 at UC desk

11 ", 13", 1 S" FROM
$329 TO $399

2512 Busch Blvd.
AMERICAN TYPEWRITER
COMPANY

I
I
I
I
I
II

-I
I

I
,I

I________________ .... _____ _jl

Ph. 879•2581 & 879•3521

May

I
I
I

We~t•rn............ I

North
Syracuse •• ~., • • ••••• , • ••••

THIS FRIDAY!

· IBM

••

Colorado ..... ; •..•...• vs. Oklahoma ...•.• ~ •.•• • • • • •
Auburn ••• •••••••••• " . vs. Georgia Tech ••••••• •,•,. • •
Georgia •• ~- ••••••••••• vs Vanclerl:tilt •••••••••••• • • • •

I

SUPPORT YOUR UC • .THEY MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO BRING YOU SUCH ENTERTAINMENT

SMC leader talks here
The National Coordinator
for the Student Mobilization
Committee (SMC), Debby
Euston, spoke to USF students
Oct. 11 about their roles in the
a n t i•w a r
demonstrations
scheduled for today and Nov.
6.
Miss Euston is touring 10
"demonstration" cities 1centrally 1 o cat e d in states
throughout the · Eastern part
of the country in an effort to
involve all people in the UP·
coming national antiwar del)lonstrations.
The SMC was formed in December, 1966 to fulfill, on a
national level, the need to mo•
bilize student action against
the war in Vietn11m. There is
a membership upwards of
30,000 and 1,000 chapters
throughout the country, half
of which are high schools and

junior high schools.
Trade unions, also active in
the movement, have doubled
their support since the April
24 demonstration.
·
A united anti•war movement which demands the im·
mediate withdrawal of Ameri•
can troops from Vietnam is
the central mobilizing factor
of the SMC. The national organization bases itself upon
three other principles: a continuation of massive mobiliza•
tion independent of the Republican or Democratic
party; a nonexclusion policy
inviting either end of the spectrum to speak out; and democracy at all levels of the
organization.
The SMC believes the university is the central key in
uniting the peace movement
on a national level. Miss Bus-

•/

Revolution brew1n
in teaching themes

1

ton explained that the role of
college campuses is to continue the student anti-war
movement, to build coalition
oraanizations
involving the
b
•
community a n d local mdustries, and correct the
misinformation
concerning
student demonstrations.
A rally and candlelight
march is scheduled for today
beginning at 2 p.m. The group
plans to distribute 25,000 leaf•
lets in the community in an
effort to involve all people in
the anti•war activities.
Persons i n t e r e s t e d in
sp,reading the peace move•
ment throughout T a m p a
should contact SMC, USF.,
University Center Box 378,
Tampa, Fla. 33620 or phone
ext.. 2615, Student Organiza•
tions Office.

Portraits due
for Aegean
The last two days to
have a Senior Portrait
taken for the Aegean are
today and Thursday. Sen·
iors who have not had
their free portrait taken
can call ext 2679 or come
to Language • Literature
472 and make an appoint,
ment. ·

By _ROBERT BOYLE
Oracle Staff Writer

Psychedelic lights. Stereo
sound. Five screens. Living
color.
Another far-out night club?
No. It's ,au part of a revolu•
tion being staged at USF a
week from today.

. Portraits will be taken
on the St. Pete Campus
on Friday, Oct. 15. Call .
898·7411, -ext. 253 for an
appointment.
Pictures
will be taken in room
B114.
The 1972 Aegean will
be sold at this time.

UNLIKE
REVOLUTIONS
popular with political factions
in many parts of the world,
this revolution will be blood·
less in spite of the sweeping
changes proposed by one of
its leaders, a long-haired
Ph.D from Western Michigan
University.
It's a revolution in educa•
tion .presented by Richard W.
Malott and sponsored ; by
USF's Department of Educa•
tional Psychology.

USF ven~ing hopes

'69 VOLKSWAGEN 33 l l Fastback. Red fini•h with leatherette in•
terior, 4-speed Syncromesh- transmission, ·radio, heater WSW's.
Stock 11232 ..... ·.. ; . . . ............ .. - .• - . .... -. - • • • • .. • • • •
•'69 VOLKSWAGEN 1131 Sedan. Green finish leatherette interior,
-4-spHd Syncrome•h t ran,mission, radio, heater, Stock #1 272 . .
'69 VOLKSWAGEN 1131 Sedan. Beige Finish, 4-speed Syncro_mesh transmission, radio, hea\er. Sieck # 1272 . . .... .. ..... : . .
'68 VOLKSWAGEN 3i l Fastback, 4-Speed Syncrome,h transmission, radio, heater, deep sea green finish. Stock # 1374 . ..... . .
'70 VOLKSWAGEN l 131 S~an. Diamond blue fini,h with leather•
atta interior, 4-speed Syncromash transmission, radio, heater, bal•
·anca factory warranty. Stock #148S ..•.. • . . •........... .. . . .•
'70 VOLKSWAGEN 3613 Squareback. Automatic: transmis,ion,
radio, heater, leatherette inferior, diamond blue, rack an top, bal.
anca factory warranty. Stock #1507 . • ...... • .................
'70 VOLKSWAGEN 23109 Kamp!"'· 4-Speed Syncromesh transmission, full Kamper equipped, red finish, with travel rack on top.
Stock #1601 ............ . .... . . .. . . . .. .. ... . ........... . . ..

$)597
$)697
$)497
$)397
$)797
$2397
$3) 97

Despite V<!ndalism a n d
"dishonest" · r e f-u n d s,. ' on•
campus vending service . will
hopefully become much bet·
ter, Jack Burns, Campus Ser·
vices coordinator, said.
" Service is picking up,"
Burns said, "and, if we can
control vandalism, one of the
primary reasons for the re•
cent soft drink pric~ increase,
things might get much, better.
"WE KNOW THAT vending
companies, at best, . leave
something to be desired, but
matters got to the point where
it was impossible to ke~p on•
campus vending efficient."
A spokesman for Automatic
Vending, which services the
machines, said in 18 months
ending last February, the
company lost $25,000 to van•
dals here. An especially serious problem is those people
who break doors on the sand·
wich machines, putting the
whole machine out of opera•
tion. Other serious problems
are caused by people using·
. bent and foreign coins, slugs,
tabs from soft drink cans.
"Dishonest" refund~ are an•
other. big vending expense,
Burns said. "Automatic Vend•
ing . has, during r ~ c e n t
months, refunded an average ·
of $1,000 monthl~. ~~t hap•
-pens is that, in alot -of cases,
people _who deserve refunds
don't bother to get them.
"OTHER PEOPLE, however, _ might need change, and

L-----------------"'!'"---~ - •

Delicious
Italian

PIZZA

,. CARRY OUT
ONLY
Phone Orders Welcome

•
•
•
•
•

'-

WE SPECIALIZE IN ITALIAN FOODS.
SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALL DINNERS.
SPANISH BEAN SOUP, BLACK BEANS.
ITALIAN -STEAK SANDWICHES• .
GIANT CUBAN AND ITALIAN SANDWICHES

10%. OFF ON ANY PUCHASE WITH THIS A~ EXP. 10-20-'71
Gina's Pizza 9010 40th st. 9·88-381,1

m ·oRRISODJS
CAFETERIA .....beyond comparison!

According to Darrel Bos•
tow, assistant professor of ed·
ucation, Malott believes edu•
cation today need not be ei•
ther boring or irrelevant.

claim refunds when they don't
<leserve them. The company
has estimated that about 50
per cent of refunds go to these
dishonest people and has
asked me to take more strin•
gent measures to prevent this
dishonesty."
Burns said people desiring
legal refunds can receive
them almost immediately by
completing forms at on•
campus stations. These sta•
tions are located in the Uni•
versity Center (UC) Book•
store and the Administration
Building - for servicing all
on•cainpus venping machines;
in the Business Administra•
tion Building for that building
and the Education Building;
and in the UC Game Room,
Argos Control, Andros Center
and the Golf Shop for those
areas, respectively.
Burns ~aid on•campus vend•
ing areas will soon be en·
closed. He is asking bids on
flexible metal gates which will be closed nightly after
classes. "We hope this will
end the major portions of vandalism and help us give much
better service," Burns said.

MALOTT CONTENDS a
·large par t of the curriculum
used in American universities
could be done away with, and
the number of years neces·
sary for a B.A. could be re·
duced.
Malott is co•author of a text
used by USF, " Elementary
Principles of Behavior,'.' along
with Donald L. Whaley, North

es
ophom
Juniors
Seniors

'

The details of the revolution
will be exposed in the KIVA,
Education 302, in three parts
- ea.ch an hour long. Bostow
has extended this revolting in•
vitation to t he entire Universi•
ty community.

THE THREE PART presen•
tation, described by Bostow
as "highly entertaining,' ' will
include: first hour - "Blue
Print for Educational Revolu•
tion," which will include stu•
dent underachievement, s tu•
dent • faculty ratio , the high
cost . of education and the irrelevancy of much education;
second hour "Up to
Achievement," a summer
project for 80 - grade school
children with severe learning
and adjustment difficulties;
third hour "The FirstExperimental College of Kala•
mazoo," :d~scribed as th~ first
attempt to use "behavioral
principles" in designing and
implementing an entire one•
year college program . .
For details, contact Dr.
Darrel Bostow, Educational
Psychology Department, Fae·
ulty Administration Offices,
ext. 2100.

100% Polyester Double Knit

... ~;;:.,;:.

.$1aG

_·_.BELL BOTTOMS vifie
BELL BOTTOM JEANS

FROM

SIZES 26-38

$3,99
... ,._.....

. ..
,-." ~,~--...

-·

Long Sleeve

-KNIT TOPS

•• •• •••••

Across From Busch Gartlens

10024 N. 30th St. - PHONE 971-4254"-

NEED ·EXTRA CASH?
Here's How To Make It
JBUfl1;1-Ati~1:uo1111r · :,,:]1111

new, brand na·me audio equipment, blank
tape, musical instruments and all audio
accessories.

s11:
t1JE11t1
;"*" ',;At,, ,,,:tJ and make that extra cash

you need. You're the boss. You set your
·own 11ofit pictme.
For cotologs on_d information, write or phone
.
MR. MANN, c/o SMG DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
46-35 54th ROAD, MASPETH, N.Y.11378
(212) 78&-3337

THE
1#-FASHIO#
STORE '

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

WESTSHORE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN: 70S FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

PE ~en plan

·o cTOBER
IS
COAT MONTH

open he·aring :
FOR

An "open-panel hearing" is
scheduled for Friday, Oct. 22,
to settle the long•standing dis•
pute between Philip· Ortwein
and Richard Bowers.
The dispute, which has
dragged out- for over two
years, involves the a ttempted
dismissal of Ortwein by Bow•
'ers, a n d counter•charges
against Bowers by Ortwein.

USF

ORTWEIN IS A physical
education instructor and Bow•
ers is the ,director of physical
education, and is still Ort•
wein's official superior at
USF.
David E. Clement, chairman of the Academic Relation$ Committee of th~ Uni•
versity Senate, said the hear•
ing will be open, but it will be
necessary to "restrict movement in and out."
After the witnesses and the
testimony has been heq.rd on
both sides, the panel will meet
in private to. discuss a possi•
ble solution to the conflict.
IF AN AGREEMENT is
reached, it will be forwarded
tp USF Pres. Cecil Mackey.
Mackey can either accept, re•
ject, or modify the recommendations of the panel.
· Persons interested in testifying should contact the par•
ties involved or Reilly, chair•
man of the panel.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
Minutes From Campus

Texas University.
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• Choose from 14
stone colors.

•Ring size
accurately fitted by
our experienced
jewelers.
• Order now for
faster delivery.

FRANKLIN
J-EWELERS
708 Franklin .St.

WELCOME BACK USF!!!

30th -at Fletcher \

rr;; ~ -;,;L~C~N~;E;-F;;U;;S:-1
·I

I

FRIDAY

SAUTE'ED FISH ALMONDINE •••••••••• 79c

SATURDAY

¾ ·lB. SIRLOIN STEAK ........ · - - - -··- $1.69
with Choice of Potato

SUNDAY

Morrison's famous ROAST TURKEY
with Cranberry Sauce, Dressing and Gravy - -

69c

·MONDAY

CHUCK WAGON STEAK

65¢

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DUTCH PANTRY

-I

l'·ve qrranged
just for you

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE - - - ·- ··- 89¢

WE[)NESDAY

BROILED LIVER
& STEAMED ONIONS ........... .

79c

THURSDAY

CUTLET PARMESAN ···-·--·-···--- ---

89¢

J

PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I
89¢

I

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP · - - - - · - 99¢

I
I

79¢

·'- -------------- -'
CHILD'S PLJ\TE ·······-·······..,••_______ 49¢.
(12 or under accompanied by parent)

'i

1/m the Mascot of

I

TUESDAY

LARGE FISH ALMONDINE - · - - - - ~--

Wee Gayts,

I

I
I
I

U. S. PRIME ROAST BEEF _ _ _ _ _
Carved to order

/

.

All YOU-CAN EAT.

• •

Tuesday Night Special: Friday Night Special
Fried ·Chicken
REG.

$169

: Fresh Ocean Perch

I REG.
$149 I $139
.with Stvdent 1.D. I ·
NOW

NOW

$109
With Student I.D.

With Southern H ush Puppies, French Fries, and Cole Slaw.
In addition you can look forward to enjoying our ow'n baked
bread, apple butter, and p ickled cabbage.
APPLE FRIUER SUNDAE

REG. $.55 with 1.D. $.40

Phone 626-9889

56th and Hills. Ave.

THERE;S A ·COOL WORLB COMING
Make the scene in a Fashion Right coat. .

Fake Furs - Suede~ - Tapestries, Corduroys,
.1n
the new rich "earth toners".
From Short Jackets To Midi & Maxi Lengths.

l
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Students study abro ad
•
1n new USF program
Florida's university students will have an opportunity
for the first time this year to
study in Bogota, Colombia . .

Administered by the University of Florida's Center for
La tin American Studies, the
exchange will be made with

the Universidad de los Andes.
Applications must be in by
Nov. 1, 1971.
TO QUALIFY, a student

Grads find job -open.ings
A Career . Planning and
Placement survey indicated
that most of last• year's 822
Pc!rticipating USF grads found
at'least as many jobs as graduajf!s of the previous year.
Although the · number· of
availa:ble jobs was 6.77 per
cent le_ss than the. prevfous an:
nual-· fatal, acceptances rose
fr.om'" 714..to 718 sjlldents, re-

spectively.
Available teaching positions
increased 13.2 per cent with
453 grads employed at higher
salaries. Those with B.A. degrees earned up to 3.1 per
cent· more, while · those . with
ma,,Sters .received paychecks
increased up to 4.9 per cent.
Joseph Tomaino, assistant
director of \ Placement, sa.id

·.

LUTHERAN WORSHIP

.· ~t Christ The King
· , '"

(l.C.A.)

11801 N; 56th St:
:~- \~ Worship: 8:30 A.M.
• <-

1

,

Our Redeemer
l.C.M.S.

.304 Druid -Hills Rd.

Worship: 10:30 A.M.

l l:30 A.M.

,}f.
.._.

:s'~ ,(All 988-6139 or 988-402S For Transportation
~ Watch for

announcements of-Lutheran Student activities .

that although 90.6 per cent accepted jobs in the state, the
salaries were almost par with
national averages of the
Placement Council's. national
survey.
He also indicated that more
c o m p a n i e s interviewed a
fewer number of total placement students, with 15 to 20
interviews per offer, per stu·dent.
In the non-education majors, salary increases over the
prevfous year were as follows : From 2.7 to 8.3 per cent
for grads with B.A. degrees in ,
chemical, energy conversion,
electrical structure'materialsfluids, and industrial engineering ; from 1 to 9 per cent.
for business administration
majors in marketing, economics, and finance.
Of the 28 non-education
master degree students who
a c c e p t e d employment, 13
earned salaries increased 7.4
per cent over the previous
year.
Salary declines from last
year ranged from 3 to 7.3 per
c ent in accounting and management, and 7.6 to 25.1 per
cent in physics, chemistry,
math, biology, •humanities and
social science, f o r nonteaching grads.

must have a 2.5 average and
at least four quarters of Spanish . The Center will screen
applications and f o r w a r d
them to Colombia for final selection.
Under this program, stu- .
dents will be exposed to special training in humanities
and social !>ciences and total .
involvement in the Colombian
culture.
Bogota, Colombia's capital city, . is one of the cultural ._ ·
centers in Latin Ainerica. ·Its
universities - are among · the .
oldest in this hemisphere. Stu- .
dents attending the Universidad de 'los Andes will pay
the same tuition as Colombian ·
students, which was $358 a semester last year . It is expected to be slightly, higher ·this.
year.
HOUSING WILL be provid- .
ed in · private homes at about
$75 a month . Round trip pas- .
sage from Miami to 'Bogota
good for -one year is $24.3.
Health insurance ca n be obtained for $8.36, paid bimonthly.·
Students will probably receive 'full credit for -all work ·
completed at the university. If
there are any doubts, howev- ·
er, the department chairmen_·
should be consulted.
This program is expected to ,
encourage students at the · Un- .
iversidad de los Andes · to do
graduate work in F1orida. -,
While enrolled in Colombia, _.
Florida students will have the .
same rights and obligations
as other students and will be
supervised by the dean of foreign students.

;

'

AC AD EM IC
AD VIS ING
A.CADE.MIC
ADVISING
. :•

•

!

•

ACADEMIC ADVISING
FA0-122
Dear Freshmen ond Sophomores:

At-the University of South Florido, students areas- ··
d
signed to advisers according to their maiors or major • ..
interests. This letter is to inform you who the advisers :
==--.. are for the Fall Quarter 1971 • 72. Please check the _
· · · list below first for the College of your maior, and sec·- ond for your specific major. The advisers' names,
building -and room numbers, and telephone exten- ,. · ·
~
_
•=-.-: sions are given. You should stop byorcall·theappor• - . _
W:.=;. priate adviser for an appointment to go over your
___- . pro·g ram between now and November l 5. ,
.::3
Any questions related to adviser assig!'lments
.
should be di_rected to me in FA0-122 at extension . - : - ~
-

I
j

Sincerely,

· (Mrs.) Harriet C. Seligsohn
..
Coordinator Of Lower Division
Advising

CLEP gives credit
,-

'by student placement.

Carres
and
Associates

The College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) is
administering placement tests
at USF for high school and
college students and civilians
.who can earn up to 45 credit
hours for basic studies courses by examination.

Makes
Waves with

~

No-set perms

,,, :
Then try one of out No-Set t>erms
• New York Hairstylists
• 42.37 Bay to Bay ·
• Phones 837-3489 • 837-3480

• Open Mon,• Sat.

Cel....

.

M■ f-r

Advinr

1111..- - Coordi~ater,J'rof, Kenneth Dovay
finance
Management
Marketing
Pr•Law (Business)
Undecidad (Business)

Pref. Hoydn l;lryont
Mrs, Ruth Brightwell
Mrs.Ruth Brightwell
Mrs.. Joan Colby
Prof, Loren Roberts
Mrs..M.Nesmon
Mrs. B. lightfoot
Mrs. Joan Colby
Prof. Virginia BridgK
Mrs, Ruth Allen
Mrs. Ruth Allen
Mrs. Ruth Allan
Mr,. Ruth Allen
Mrs. Phyllis Robertson
Mrs. Ruth Allen
Prof. Virginia Bridges
Mrs. Ruth Brightwell
Mrs. Phyllis Robertson
Mrs. Phyllis Robertson
Mrs. Joon Colby
Prof, Loren Roberts

Art Ed.

Business Ed.

Distributive Ed.
Eorly Childhood Ed.
Ed. (Undecided)
Elemen110ry Ed.
Elem, £cf_ (library)
Elem, Ed. (Muoic)
English Ed.
Eng, Journalism Eel.
Eng•• Library A.V.
En9. - Mod. for. Lang. Ed.
·
Matlti Education
Modem fer. Long. Eel.
Musi.-Ed.
Physical Eel.
5':ience Ed.

Social Science £d.
Special Ed_
Undecided (Ed.)

IE119i!Nring • Ccordi"nator, Mr. Rudolf Henning

ADULTS ONLY!

Flown in Daily

~~

STARTS THURSDAY
Oct. 14 thru 2<Y

SEXUAL FREEDOM IN
D.ENMARK
COME ONE COME ALL

·

·

U$f Bookstore & Campus Shop

.2581

ENG246 ·

2581

ENG 139
ENG'.'!-24

2581
2581

P rof. John Griffith
Prof. John Twigg

ENG 138
ENGlOS

2581

· FAH244
TAR247
FAH.213
FAH 212
TAR 241
FAH244

2360
2701
2311
231l
2701
23611

Pref. H. Robertson

LAN 106
lAN417

2834
2857

Prof, A. Gassman
Mrs. C. Sanders
Mr,, C. Sanders
Prof. R. Cole
Prof. W. Griscti
Prof. C. Copsas
P rof. B. Silver
Prof..,W. Tremme1
Prof_ R. Schneider

lAN 413
LAN 106
LAN 106
LAN418
LAN468-C
LAN 208
LAN 268
LAN 415
LAN422

2418

SCA464

2736

LIF251
P HY362
SCA 328
SCA 319 '
SCA 324
CHE 310-C
LIF 251
SCA 327
CHE 310-C
CHE 308-8
PHY 324
LIF 251
LIF 251
LIF 251
PHY220

2583
2327
2S49
2670
2227
2676
2327
2227
2236
2664
2676
2676
2676
2781

Coorindotor, Piof. Wesley Hauk

~,.,,.

Prof. Lavina Hovinga
Prof. Donald Owen
Prof. P, Sien berg
Mrs. Van Phill ips
Prof;.'Wesley Houk

· .American Studies .

·

Clas.sics & Ancient
Stuijies '
English
·

Humanities
lipgUistics

,

.

Mass Commlfflications
Modem Languages
Philosophy
Religious Studies
Speech

'Noturilt ~iaiu-Ccordinatcr, P iof. Wolter William,
Agriculture (for '
transfer)
Astronomy

8octetiolo51y
l!iochemislry
, Biology
Botany

Chemislry
Geology
.
Matlieniatics
Nuning (for trans.)
Qceanography
Pharmacy,(for trans)
P~y1ics
Physical Th1rapy
(for transfer)
Pr<!-D•ntistry
"r•M..licine
Pr..Opiomet,y
Pre-Veterinary Med.
Zoology
• ~ " lielotyCenhol are Prof. Albort lofina and M,..Coro!o Su......

Nun"'9 (USF Program only)

./
Biology Centro! •
Prof. Carol Williams
Prof. Fred Eilers
Prof. J. Betz
Prof. N. McClung
Prof, J. Won-ell
Biology Centra l •
Prof. R. Mansell
P rof. J. Worrell
Prof. W. Ragan
Prof. L. luckenbaeb
Boilogy Central •
Biology Central· *
Biology Central •
Prof. Roger Clapp
Biology Centro!
Biology Central
Biology Central
Biology Central
Bio togy Ce-ntrat
'B iology Central

•
•
•
•
•
•

- Coord. Prof. Miriam McCroe

Social Sciance - Coordinator, Pref. Edward Silbert
Afro-Amer. Stud ies
An!J,ropology
EcOnomics

Geography "'
t!istoiy

New York News
New York Times
Chicago Tribune
Wall Street Journal
Barrons

D~ily and Sunday
Hot off the Press

. ENG 105

Prof, M. Dcnaldso11

'
,.
.,:i,..a treArts
V-1Juol :/Im •
1.ot11ua11..titeratµre .:.·coordinalor, Mrs. Catherin• Sanders

The first visit to · USF was
made yesterday by Regent
J. J . Daniel of Jacksonville.

ro

2100
2785
2785
2785
2785
2785
2785
2785
2100
2785
2785
2785
2785
2785
2785
2100
2785
2785
2785
2785
2785

Prof. Linus Scott
Pref, Robert Wimintrt

and Fluids

Regents visit

NEWSPAPERS

2785

FAH270
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
FAH 131
EDU 112
EDU 112
-EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
FAH 131
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112
EDU 112

Mech. Des,
Industrial Systems .

Undecided (Engineer.)

~

· coiltinuous from 12 Noon
Go 1~75
LATE SHOW FRI- & SAT. ........__BtRo sr

EDU 112

Structure,. '9\oteri_afc-

\

2960

Electrical & Electronic
Systems .

Energy Conv.,.Jcn &

Pine Arlt -

111t....r..

be advised on a first come1

lailllllilll • Coordinator, Prof, Charles Gonion

·

BUS soi

first Or,e bo,is.

Music Ans ,

The 1\172 sche.dule of visits
will be announced later.

tecatiOJt

Note, All l,usinaq majors
should go to BUS 412 betwean
9 a,m_ and 4 p .m. November
1-12 for Early Regimotion
Advising. Students will

· ' Accounting
Economics

Applications are taken at
OfFaculty-Administration
fices 201. A fee of $15 for orie

Chester H. Ferguson of
Tampa will come to USF in
October; E. W. Hopkins· of
Pensacola will make the November visit ; Elizabeth Kovac:hevich of St. Petersburg
will visit USF in December.

. -=-

:,!1t

The tests are given on the
third Saturday of every month
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. at designated buildings on campus.
Anyone can take the examination, but must be a registered
·'I
student.

Individual members of the
Florida Board of Regents will
visit each university in the
Florida University System
under a new policy.

~

.,-:.

examination, or $15 for all
five is required.

New polic-y:,

--

. ::

Courses in which a person
may be tested are: humanities, mathematics, natural
science, social science, and
English. Credit is not given in
all of these courses, but one
can get some credit -or elective credits.

If your shag lags and sags

-

·-:'

.•

order to earn
hours in basic studies courses,
test scores must be above the
50 percentile in that particular basic study course.

For Men & Women,

~
----,

.;.

In

•.I ,•.

--a---•

--- 2645.
1 wish you all a good quarter.

- ='-r

Prof. W. Dudley
Prof. E. Frazier
l'rof. Hartley Mellish
Prof. Robert Fuson
Prof. B. Tsangodas
Prof. L0 1,,_1is Perez

2581

2676

LIF 251
llF 251
LI F 251
LIF 251
LIF 251
llf 251

2676

SCA 123

2191

soc 250
soc 133

2503
2427
2138
2960
2386
·2692
2458

SOC llS
BUS 301
soc 305
SOC260
SOC246

1·

2834
2834
2446
2591
2547
2454
2221
2145

2676
2676
2676
2676
2676

,,

,,

lntemational
Studies "~
laW Enforcement ,
l.eiSure Studies

Po litical Science
' '-f>ie-1.aw ,
P..ychology.
·Riholiilitotion
St,udies Program
·
Sociotcgy
Speech Path. & Aud.

OTHER:

MEDICAL TECH.
UNDECIDED

Prof. A. Heehiche
Prof. Oen Schneller
P rof. Mox Kapla<1
Prof. Arthur Levy
Prof. $usan Staudinger
Prof. Roberta Brown

SOC399
SOC238
SOC282
SOC352
SOC352
SOC322

Mrs. tnoz Black Mrs. Mory A. Hilker
Mrs- Jeo<1 G lover

APT. 15
SOC220
APT. 29

2551

Prof. Keith Bo ler
Mrs. Josephine Hubbard
Miss Carole Kosworm
Mrs. Harriet Se.ligsohn

SCA475
FAO 122
FA0 122
FAO 122

2843
2645
2645
2645

...

:2249
2886
• 2568
2354
2683

2468

'2855
2893

'.'""'':•.

